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Policy Summary  

The Department of Public Enterprises (DPE) was established in 1994 as an Office for Public 

Enterprises to manage the restructuring of state-owned enterprises (SOEs). Following a 

Cabinet decision in 1999 to accelerate the restructuring of SOEs, Office for Public Enterprises 

was scheduled as a national government department called the Department of Public 

Enterprises.   

The DPE is the shareholder representative for government and is the primary interface 

between government and the SOEs under its portfolio (Alexkor SOC Limited, Denel SOC 

Limited, Eskom Holdings SOC Limited, South African Airways SOC Limited, South African 

Express Airways SOC Limited, South African Forestry Company SOC Limited, and Transnet). 

In executing its role, the department therefore aims to provide strategic direction and oversight 

to the SOEs.  

This Spending Review for DPE, considered consultancy, travel and subsistence and operating 

leases. The selected spending areas constituted an average of 53.2 per cent of total 

expenditure on goods and services between 2017/18 and 2020/21. The aim of the spending 

review is to understand what exactly drives expenditure in these items and their costing with 

the aim to identify areas of efficiencies which can result in potential savings.  

Despite the data limitations, the following recommendations are noted:  

• To enhance the department’s ability to assess efficiency and effectiveness, and to 

make recommendations, in the future, there is a need to improve the availability and 

quality of data. The department is therefore encouraged to conduct detailed analysis 

of expenditure drivers on travelling and subsistence under the Ministry subprogramme. 

The department needs to analyse the composition of delegations, their roles and 

responsibilities, the purpose of traveling, and accommodation rating to understand the 

expenditure drivers.  

• The department should capture all details of expenditure transactions as required. This 

will allow accurate and detailed analysis of expenditure in the future. Furthermore, data 

between Vulindlela and LOGIS should be comparable. For this to happen, the 

department should ensure that all details and transactions are captured in the relevant 

systems.  

• The department should conduct an independent review of its organisational structure 

to determine if the structure is optimal to the functions it is expected to perform 

considering the functions that are performed by other policy departments.  

• The department should implement a requirement for service providers to provide more 

details of work done including the hourly rates, magnitude of work, and time taken to 

complete work when issuing invoices. This will enable the department to know what it 

is spending the money on and model costs appropriately.   

• Finally, DPE should review its overall office space requirements and utilisation with a 

view to ensuring that there is no unnecessary unutilised space.  
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Executive Summary  

In 2020, the Minister of Finance announced that Medium Term Expenditure Framework 

process will be guided by the principles of zero based budgeting. Following this 

announcement, National Treasury developed a Framework on Zero Based Budgeting. 

However, spending reviews were identified as the tool that will be used to implement the 

Framework. The Department of Public Enterprises (DPE) and the National Treasury were 

selected for piloting the implementation of the zero based budgeting.  

For DPE, consultancy, travel and subsistence and operating leases were selected as areas to 

be subjected to the spending reviews. The selected spending areas constituted an average of 

53.2 per cent of total expenditure on goods and services between 2017/18 and 2020/21. The 

aim of the spending review aims is to understand what exactly drives expenditure in these 

items and their costing with the aim to identify areas of efficiencies which can result in potential 

savings.  

Between 2016/17 and 2020/21, the department spent R 79.5 million on consultants. 

Expenditure grew at an average annual rate of 4.8 per cent from R 19.8 million in 2016/17 to 

R 23.9 million in 2020/21. Over the medium term, expenditure is expected to increase to R 38 

million. Spending on consultants is mainly pronounced under Programme 3: Business 

Enhancement, Transformation and Industrialisation followed by the Administration 

Programme. Consultancy services constitute just above 10 per cent of spending on 

compensation of employees. However, in 20214/15 and 2020/21, the proportion was 17.5 per 

cent and 17 per cent, respectively.  

The DPE has a high personnel vacancy rate in core programmes; State-owned Companies 

Governance Assurance and Performance and Business Enhancement, Transformation and 

Industrialisation. Between 2017/18 and 2020/21, the two programmes had average vacancy 

rates of 19 per cent and 17.7 per cent, respectively. The high vacancy rate contributes to high 

spending on consultancy as the department does not have capacity to undertake the prioritized 

projects.  

The Business Enhancement, Transformation and Industrialisation programme incurred 65.9 

per cent of total expenditure on consultancy followed by the Administration programme at 27.4 

per cent. Within the Administration programme, the department consistently incurs expenditure 

each year on items such as accounting and auditors, audit committee, human resource 

services, project management and qualification verification. Expenditure on the other items is 

sporadic. In terms of the category of services, research and advisory services accounted for 

46.9 per cent, project management 32.8 per cent while accounting and audit services 

constituted 9.6 per cent of total expenditure.  

For consultancy work conducted, most of the invoices do not show the hourly rates applied, 

quantity of work and time taken to complete the tasks. As a result, comparison with the 

Department of Public Service and Administration’s Guide on Hourly Fee Rates for Consultants 

could not be conducted. The department should make it a requirement for service providers to 

provide more details of work done including the hourly rates, magnitude of work, and time 
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taken to complete work when issuing invoices. This will enable the department to know what 

it is spending the money on and model costs appropriately. Furthermore, the department will 

be able to determine whether it is complying with the DPSA Guide on Hourly Fee Rates for 

Consultants.  

Furthermore, data captured on the Basic Accounting System (BAS) and LOGIS is not 

sufficiently for detailed expenditure analysis to be conducted. From Vulindlela, one is not able 

to analyse expenditure per service provider. In some cases, data in the two sources is not 

aligned to each other. For instance, value of transactions for consultancy in LOGIS is lower 

than total value in Vulindlela. To enhance data quality, the department should capture all 

details of expenditure transactions as required. This will allow accurate and detailed analysis 

of expenditure in the future. Furthermore, data between Vulindlela and LOGIS should be 

comparable. For this to happen, the department should ensure that all details and transactions 

are captured in the relevant systems.  

With respect to operating lease, based on the analysis of lease contracts for Department of 

Small Business Development and Department of Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation, 

numbers suggest that DPE has favourable prices for the building they are occupying. However, 

DPE has not been occupying the maximum space available while it has been paying the full 

price. The lower than maximum occupancy rate is due to vacant posts. Since the department 

has been paying for unutilised space, such expenditure could be deemed as wasteful and 

fruitless.   

For the period between 2016/17 and 2020/21, the Administration programme, accounted for 

67 per cent total expenditure on travel and subsistence. This is driven by the Ministry 

subprogramme which houses the Minister and Deputy Minister’s offices. Expenditure was 

mainly on domestic air transport and accommodation which accounted for 57.1 per cent of 

total expenditure. However, due to data limitations, detailed analysis to establish the reasons 

for high travelling under this subprogramme could not be done. Despite the data limitations, 

the following recommendations are noted:  

• To enhance the department’s ability to assess efficiency and effectiveness, and to 

make recommendations, in the future, there is a need to improve the availability and 

quality of data. The department is therefore encouraged to conduct a detailed analysis 

of expenditure drivers on travelling and subsistence under the Ministry subprogramme. 

The department needs to analyse the composition of delegations, their roles and 

responsibilities, the purpose of traveling, and accommodation rating to understand the 

expenditure drivers.  

• The department should capture all details of expenditure transactions as required. This 

will allow accurate and detailed analysis of expenditure in the future. Furthermore, data 

between Vulindlela and LOGIS should be comparable. For this to happen, the 

department should ensure that all details and transactions are captured in the relevant 

systems.  

• The department should conduct an independent review of its organisational structure 

to determine if the structure is optimal to the functions it is expected to perform 

considering the functions that are performed by other policy departments.  
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• The department should implement a requirement for service providers to provide more 

details of work done including the hourly rates, magnitude of work, and time taken to 

complete work when issuing invoices. This will enable the department to know what it 

is spending the money on and model costs appropriately.   

• Finally, DPE should review its overall office space requirements and utilisation with a 

view to ensuring that there is no unnecessary unutilised space.  
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1 Introduction  

In the 2020 Supplementary Budget Speech, the Minister of Finance announced that:  

“The Medium Term Expenditure Framework process will be guided by the principles of zero 

based budgeting which will be applied as a series of overlapping evaluation exercises targeted 

at large programmes. Our current system of Public Expenditure Reviews is a step towards zero 

based budgeting (ZBB)”.  

Subsequently, in the 2020 Second Adjustments Budget and 2021 Budget speeches, the 

Minister of Finance further announced that the Department of Public Enterprises and the 

National Treasury will be first to pilot a new budgeting methodology. He further mentioned that 

the intention for ZBB methodology is to produce significantly re costed budgets from 2022/23.  

Following this announcement, National Treasury developed a Framework on Zero Based 

Budgeting. However, spending reviews were identified as the tool that will be used to 

implement the Framework.  

The DPE and National Treasury selected three topics for this spending review: consultancy, 

travel and subsistence and operating leases focusing on office accommodation. The spending 

items constituted an average of 18.5 per cent of the department’s total expenditure between 

2017/18 and 2020/21, excluding payments for financial assets which provides for bailouts to 

state-owned companies.   

On the other hand, the selected spending areas constituted an average of 52.9 per cent of 

total expenditure on goods and services over the same period. The spending review aims to 

understand what exactly drives expenditure in these items and their costing with the aim to 

identify areas of efficiencies which can result in potential savings. Table below provides an 

overview of the level of spending on these items to goods and services.  

Table 1: Trends in expenditure on consultancy, operating leases and travel and subsistence  
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Grand Total   268 592  290 537  293 486  306 665  
Source: National Treasury: 2022 Medium Term Expenditure Framework Submission  

Over the medium term, spending on the three items is expected to constitute 63.8 per cent of 

goods and services spending. However, the items are growing marginally over the 2022 

MTEF.   

2 History and Overview of DPE  

The Department of Public Enterprises was initially established in 1994 as an Office for Public 

Enterprises. The office was set to manage the restructuring of state-owned enterprises to 

maximize economic impact, which has since evolved towards driving investment, productivity 

while advocating transformation within SOEs. However, following a Cabinet decision in 1999 

to accelerate the restructuring of state-owned enterprises, the Office for Public Enterprises 

was scheduled as a national government department called the Department of Public 

Enterprises. As such, the department does not have a constitutional or legislated mandate. 

Instead, its mandate is derived from a Cabinet decision.   

Currently, the department has oversight on:  

1) Eskom Holdings SOC Limited,   

2) Transnet SOC Limited,   

3) South African Forestry Company SOC Limited,   

4) Denel SOC Limited,   

5) South African Airways SOC Limited,   

6) South African Express Airways SOC Limited; and  7) Alexkor SOC Limited.   

The DPE is the shareholder representative for government on the above state-owned 

enterprises. The department is the primary interface between government and the stateowned 

enterprises concerned and, in addition to oversight, provides input to the formulation of policy, 

legislation and regulation.   

South Africa aspires to be a developmental state and therefore state-owned enterprises are 

used as instruments for the government in addressing issues of social and economic 

transformation. Therefore, government has a responsibility to design and structure the entities 

in a way that will ensure that the entities help realise its developmental goals. This implies that 

government must be actively involved, effective and be a decisive owner or shareholder. 

Government should also play a leadership role in providing strategic direction, creating an 

R000  2017/18  2018/19  2019/20  2020/21  2021/22  2022/23  2023/24  2024/25  

   Actual  Actual  Actual  Actual  Adjusted  

appr  
Revised 

baseline  
Revised 

baseline  
Revised baseline  

Compensation of employees  142 175  143 814  149 190  149 196  158 954  177 453  179 974  188 057  
Goods and services  99 754  71 681  84 802  76 678  109 638  113 084  113 512  118 608  

Administrative fees  1 301  1 037  545  638  555  799  804  839  
Advertising  1 041  752  238  201  558  572  579  594  
Agency and support/outsourced services  2 642  188  391  131  92  92  93  95  
Audit costs: External  3 293  3 962  3 851  4 763  4 825  4 895  4 920  5 155  
Bursaries: Employees  580  617  548  659  1 014  1 012  1 020  1 042  
Catering: Departmental activities  772  190  140  147  306  255  264  281  
Communication (G&S)  4 967  2 289  3 081  3 554  3 214  3 246  3 298  3 521  
Computer services  5 985  5 400  6 702  6 107  5 498  6 675  6 904  7 312  
Consultants: Business and advisory services  16 965  6 582  12 151  24 802  33 060  40 314  39 356  40 506  
Consumable supplies  2 605  1 423  625  274  575  281  284  293  
Consumables: Stationery, printing and office supplies  879  1 430  1 081  1 220  1 540  1 604  1 618  1 698  
Contractors  3 221  1 420  1 466  1 723  1 437  1 363  1 375  1 406  
Entertainment  0  3  0  43  12  19  22  22  
Fleet services (including government motor transport)  1 296  785  1 070  816  928  941  946  992  
Infrastructure and planning services  0  189  0  0  0  0  0  0  
Legal services (G&S)  3 261  6 188  14 211  4 497  6 717  6 378  7 334  7 740  
Minor assets  270  1 406  589  381  275  299  304  316  
Operating leases  12 703  15 926  13 366  12 571  12 761  15 621  15 741  16 177  
Operating payments  2 419  1 880  2 271  2 605  3 783  4 675  4 843  5 133  
Property payments  5 150  3 672  4 980  4 650  4 915  5 293  5 338  5 474  
Rental and hiring  2 374  12  75  22  2  23  23  23  
Training and development  749  809  849  1 000  1 311  1 309  1 319  1 348  
Transport provided: Departmental activity  1 031  0  0  17  51  66  68  72  
Travel and subsistence  24 913  14 941  15 727  5 446  25 059  16 787  16 667  18 195  
Venues and facilities  

   
 1 150  565  393  375  
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enabling environment, and being at the forefront of ensuring that the entities are vibrant and 

execute their mandate effectively. The DPE plays an oversight role over the entities under its 

portfolio to ensure that entities execute their mandates in alignment to the developmental goals 

of government.  

Under the current policy framework and legislation, the department’s mandate is aligned to the 

National Development Plan and the Medium Term Strategic Framework, through providing 

SOEs with strategic direction. The department ensures that planning and performance, 

investments and activities for the SOEs are correlated with the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework Priority 1: Capable, ethical and developmental state and Priority 2: Economic 

transformation and job creation. While leading the administrative process of SOEs, policy 

related matters lie with policy departments such as the Department of Mineral Resources and 

Energy, Department of Transport, Department of Defence, Department of Forestry, Fisheries 

and the Environment, among others.  

3 Mandate and Policy Framework for DPE  

Flowing from the above, the primary objective for the establishment of the department dates 

to the setting up of the Office for Public Enterprises in 1994 with the aim to manage the 

restructuring of state-owned enterprises to maximise economic impact and development. The 

Office of Public Enterprises was upgraded to a Schedule 1 Department on 1 August 1999.   

The focus of the newly established department was to:  

• Develop a coherent approach to restructuring and transforming SOEs;  

• Ensure greater economic impact;   

• Co-ordinate inter-departmental efforts between the line policy departments and 

public enterprises;   

• Provide a systematic method of monitoring the performance of SOEs; and ensure 

the alignment of their activities with government policy;   

• Promote business process re-engineering of state-owned enterprises; and   

• Develop a comprehensive approach to public-private partnerships and the use of 

alternative service delivery as a means of restructuring and transforming SOEs.   

To enable this, government produced a policy framework document titled; “An accelerated 

agenda towards restructuring state-owned enterprises”. The policy framework intended to 

guide the thinking and process of restructuring the SOEs.  

Over the years, SOEs remained key drivers of government policy objectives. Current policy 

objectives are anchored on the National Development Plan and the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework: 2019-2024. In Chapter 9 of the National Development Plan, SOEs are identified 

as critical levers for a developmental state. The SOEs cut across different sectors of the 

economy and play a significant role on facilitating economic growth. For instance, investment 

in social infrastructure by Eskom, responsibility on energy security of supply and Transnet’s 

freight facilitation. In the chapter, it is recognised that; “SOEs are central to advancing national 

objectives through providing economic and social infrastructure. If this is done in an equitable 

and cost effective way, SOEs can contribute to both economic growth and overcoming spatial 

inequalities”.  

Similarly, it is recognised that for the SOEs to contribute to the country’s developmental 

objectives, they must be efficient, financially sound and well-governed. These conditions are 

at the epitome of the role that DPE plays when exercising its oversight role over the SOEs. In 
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recent years, SOEs have struggled to generate sufficient revenue to meet their obligations 

resulting in government intervening to recapitalise the entities substantially. Performance of 

the entities has also been significantly below optimal level thereby calling the DPE to step up 

its oversight role. To ensure that SOEs performance is aligned to government objectives, the 

DPE is expected to sign shareholder compacts and approve corporate plans for the entities.  

As a result, in the MTSF 2019-2024, the DPE is expected to coordinate interventions such as 

strengthening governance system of SOEs; securing supply of energy through facilitating 

separation and unbundling of Eskom into three entities; increase competitiveness and access 

to transport modal networks through effective regulation; among other priorities.   

In the South African Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan, the SOEs continue to play 

a pivotal role. The DPE’s responsibility is to ensure that the SOE contribute to interventions 

such as infrastructure investment; localization, reindustrialization and export promotion; 

energy security; and green economy interventions, among others. In addition, the DPE is 

expected to drive modernizing and reforming network industries in the state-owned enterprises 

within its portfolio. For instance, the department has already facilitated the corporatisation of 

Transnet National Ports Authority with a view to improve competitiveness in freight logistics.   

The department also derives its mandate from policies driven by other policy departments 

where the SOEs’ mandates fall under. For instance, in the Department of Transport, key 

policies include the Road to Rail Strategy, Defence Review 2015, with respect to Denel, 

localisation strategy and the reimagined industrial strategy being driven by the Department of 

Trade, Industry and Competition.  

Each year, the State of the Nation Address sets the reforms required in the SOEs thereby 

giving responsibility to the DPE to facilitate. For instance, in the February 2020, statement, the 

President announced that:  

“This year, we are moving from the stabilisation of State-Owned Enterprises to repurposing 

these strategic companies to support growth and development. After years of state capture, 

corruption and mismanagement, we are working to ensure that all SOEs can fulfil their 

developmental mandate and be financially sustainable. In consultation with the Presidential 

SOE Council, we will undertake a process of rationalisation of our state owned enterprises and 

ensure that they serve strategic economic or developmental purposes.”   

Such announcements give responsibility to the DPE to execute the necessary interventions in 

line with its mandate over the SOEs.   

4 Functions of DPE  

The DPE is the shareholder representative for government and is mandated to have oversight 

on SOEs which include Eskom Holdings SOC Limited, Transnet SOC Limited, South African 

Forestry Company SOC Limited, Denel SOC Limited, South African Airways SOC Limited, 

South African Express Airways SOC Limited and Alexkor SOC Limited.   

The DPE is the primary interface between government and the SOEs concerned and, in 

addition to oversight, provides input to the formulation of policy, legislation and regulation. In 

performing its oversight role, and direction of SOCs, the DPE seeks to ensure alignment 

between the national goals of the NDP and industrial development, and programmes of the 

SOEs. SOEs are a fundamental part of the South African economic landscape, and their 

performance is central to the competitiveness and performance of the economy.   
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Currently the DPE does not have a legislated constitutional mandate. However, the department 

was scheduled as a national department through Proclamation No. 82 of 1999. Through this, 

the department was assigned responsibility to:  

1) Direct and support improvements in the financial, commercial and operational 

performance of the SOCs and their contribution to the South African economy; and  

2) Make a positive contribution to the transformation of the South African economy in line 

with the NDP to create a better and sustainable economic environment for all South 

Africans.  

This appears to have drifted from the original intent to accelerate restructuring of SOEs to 

enable them to contribute to developmental objectives of the country. However, some of the 

SOEs were established in terms of legislation to facilitate government realising certain 

objectives. In executing its role, the department aims to provide clear strategic direction and 

oversight to the SOEs, seeking to ensure that:  

• they are financially sustainable, adequately funded and operationally robust;  

• their operating models keep pace with global development and innovation;  

• they provide reliable, high-quality and cost-effective services and 

infrastructure to industry and citizens;  

• they secure investment and funding for strategic industrial development; and  

• they align with national developmental objective  

5 Organisational Structure  

To perform the functions identified above, the department has an organisational structure 

approved by the Minister of Public Service and Administration. In 2017, the DPE revised its 

organisational structure which the Minister of Public Service and Administration concurred 

with. The structure is made up of three programmes as follows:  

Figure 1: DPE Approved Organisational Structure  
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The approved structure has 211 posts.  

The department is made up of 3 programmes namely:  

• Programme 1: Administration;   

• Programme 2: State-owned Companies Governance Assurance and Performance 

and   Programme 3: Business Enhancement, Transformation and 

Industrialisation.   

Purpose and composition of each programme is outlined below.   

  
Table 2: Programme 1: Administration  

Purpose: Provide strategic leadership management and support services to the department  

Subprogramme  Purpose  

1. Office of the Director-General  Provides strategic leadership and management of the 

department    

2. Security and Facilities Management  Provides security and facilities services to internal customers.  

3. Information Management and 

Technology  

Provides information technology services to the department  

4. Office of the Chief Financial Officer  Provides financial management services to the department  

5. Human Resources  Provides human resource services to the department  

6. Communications  Provides media relations and media communication  

M inister 
16  posts 

Administration: 91 Posts 

10 . Office of the DG:  1 
5 2 . Internal Audit:  

2 . Corporate Services:  3 
4 . Financial Management and  

Supply Chain: 16 
5 . Strategic Human Resource and  

Office Management: 26 
6 . Communication, Marketing and  

ICt: 28 
7 . Strategic Mangement :  4 

SOC Governance and Assurance:  
33  Posts 

1 . Governance and Legal  
Assurance: 11 

. Risk Profiling and Mitigation:  2 4 
3 . Financial Assessment and  

Investment Support: 9 
4 . Administrative Support:  7 

Business Enhancement,  
Transport and Industrialisation:  

 posts 64 

15 . Transport and Defence:  1 
8 . Energy Resources:  2 

7 3 . Research and Modelling:  
4 . Intergovernmental Relations and  

International Collaboration: 8 
5 . Industrialisation and Localisation:   

4 
6 . Special Programmes:  5 

7 . SOC Project Monitoring and  
Evaluation: 4 

Administrative Support: 11 

Deputy Minist er 
7  Posts 
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7. Strategic Management  Coordinates, manages and oversees planning and performance 

reporting of the department  

8. Internal Audit  Provides internal audit services to the department   

Source: DPE Annual Performance Plan: 2021-22  

  

Table 3: Programme 2: State-owned Companies Governance Assurance and Performance  

Purpose: Provide and enforce SOCs’ governance, legal assurance, financial and non-financial performance 

monitoring, evaluation and reporting systems, in support of the Shareholder, to ensure alignment with 

Government’s priorities.    

Objectives:   

• Providing governance and legal systems.  
• Developing and maintaining shareholder risk profiles and mitigating strategies.  
• Monitoring, evaluating and reporting on the financial and non-financial performance, and proposing 

intervention measures when required.  

Subprogramme  Purpose  

1. Management  Provides strategic leadership and management for the 

programmes  

2. Legal  Provides external legal services and support, including 

transaction and contract management support to sector teams 

and the commercial activities of SOCs within their portfolios  

3. Governance  Develops, monitors and advises on legislative, corporate 

governance and shareholder management systems for the 

Department and SOCs in its portfolio. The sub-programme 

develops and implements risk and compliance management 

guidelines and systems for shareholder risk.  

4. Financial Assessment and investment 

Support  

Analyses SOCs’ capital plans, operational performances, 

execution of capital programmes and proposed restructuring 

proposals; and advises on appropriate action  

Source: DPE Annual Performance Plan: 2021-22  

  

    
Table 4: Programme 3: Business Enhancement, Transformation and Industrialisation  

Purpose: Provides sector oversight of SOCs by advancing industrialisation, transformation, 

intergovernmental relations and international collaboration services; and support the Shareholder to 

strategically position and enhance the operations of SOCs.  

Objectives:   

  To contribute to the performance of SOCs on an ongoing basis by: o  Conducting reviews, 

research and modelling of pipelines and new business enhancement opportunities within the 

SOCs.  
o Assessing operations of SOCs and developing mitigation instruments in conjunction with 

policy departments, regulatory bodies and industry.  
o Conducting research, modelling job creation and transforming instruments for SOCs to inter 

alia inform compact alignment imperatives.  

Subprogramme  Purpose  
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1. Business Enhancement Services  Develops and coordinates the implementation of SOCs’ 

strategies to leverage localisation programmes; provides 

intergovernmental coordination and support to programmes and 

SOCs in relation to economic development programmes, as 

agreed with provincial and local governments; maintains a 

register of commitments made by SOCs and enables the 

implementation of special programmes focusing on skills 

development, transformation and the youth  

2. Energy Resources  Exercises shareholder oversight over Eskom, Alexkor and South 

African Forestry Company Limited  

3. Research and Economic Modelling  Conducts cost benefit analysis reviews on business 

enhancement and transformation initiatives and develops 

economic sustainability models for proposed work packages 

and projects.  

4. Transport and Defence  Exercises shareholder oversight over Transnet, South African 

Express Airways, South African Airways and Denel.  

Source: DPE Annual Performance Plan: 2021-22  

  

    
6 Overall Expenditure  

Excluding allocations for SOEs, spending on Programme 1 constituted 58.7 per cent of the 

department’s operational expenditure. The two programmes driving the core mandate of the 

department share the balance, Programme 2, constituted 13.8 per cent and Programme 3 

accounted for 27.4 per cent of expenditure, respectively. The distribution of the budget for the 

programme for the department is illustrated in the table overleaf.  

Between 2018/19 and 2022/23, the budget for the department was mainly driven by bailouts to 

the SOCs for settlement of debt and their immediate financial needs. During this period:  

• Eskom was allocated R 136.7 billion;   

• South African Airways – R 37.4 billion;  

• Denel – R 2.4 billion; and   

• South African Express Airways – R 1.7 billion.   

In total, expenditure on the SOEs was R 178.2 billion over this period. However, worth noting 

is that in the outer years of the 2021 MTEF, R 21.9 billion and R 21 billion has been set aside 

in the provisional allocation for Eskom in 2022/23 and 2023/24, respectively as part of the R 

230 billion allocation that was announced in February 2019. Government in 2019 announced 

that R 230 billion will be allocated to Eskom over a 10-year period which translated to R 23 

billion per year. However, due to the growing liquidity challenges, a decision was taken in 2019 

to front load the allocations to enable the entity to meet its financial obligations and to assist 

the entity to remain a going concern. Therefore, R 136.7 billion has already been disbursed to 

the entity to date.  

  

  



 

 

Table 5: Expenditure by programme and economic classification  
Programme  

R million  

  Audited outcome     Adjusted  

appropriation   
Average 

growth 

rate (%)  

Average:   
Expen- 
diture/  

Total 

(%)  

 Medium -term 

expenditure 

estimate   

  Average 

growth 

rate (%)  

Average:  
Expen- 
diture/  

Total 

(%)  
 2018/19    2019/20    2020/21    2021/22    2018/19 - 2021/22    2022/23    2023/24    2024/25    2021/22 - 2024/25   

Administration  136.0  149.1  118.4  150.8  3.5%  0.3%  158.7  159.8  167.0  3.4%  1.0%  
State-owned Companies Governance 

Assurance and Performance  
33.5  36.9  37.2  59.7  21.2%  0.1%  67.7  68.9  72.0  6.5%  0.4%  

Business Enhancement,  
Transformation and Industrialisation  

6 305.3  56 660.4  77 347.8  36 064.3  78.8%  97.8%  23 702.5  68.8  71.9  -87.4%  94.0%  

Sub Total  6 474.8  56 846.4  77 503.4  36 274.8  77.6%  98.2%  23 928.9  297.6  310.9  -79.5%  95.4%  
Direct charges  

    410  2 923.0  
                  

Total            6 475          56 846          77 914   39 197.8  82.3%  100.0%         23 929               298               311    -80.1%  100.0%  
Economic classification  

                           

Current payments  
Compensation of employees  

215.5  234.0  212.9  268.6  7.6%  0.5%  290.5  293.5  306.7  4.5%  1.8%  
143.8  149.2  141.2  159.0  3.4%  0.3%  177.5  180.0  188.1  5.8%  1.1%  

Goods and services  71.7  84.8  71.8  109.6  15.2%  0.2%  113.1  113.5  118.6  2.7%  0.7%  
of which:   
Communication  

   
2.3  

  
3.1  

  
3.6  

   
3.2  

   
12.0%  

   
0.0%  

  
3.2  

  
3.3  

  
3.5  

   
3.1%  

   
0.0%  

Computer services  5.4  6.7  6.1  5.5  0.6%  0.0%  6.7  6.9  7.3  10.0%  0.0%  
Fleet services (including government 

motor transport)  
0.8  1.1  0.8  0.9  5.7%  0.0%  0.9  0.9  1.0  2.2%  0.0%  

Operating leases  15.9  13.4  12.6  12.8  -7.1%  0.0%  15.6  15.7  16.2  8.2%  0.1%  
Property payments  3.7  5.0  4.7  4.9  10.2%  0.0%  5.3  5.3  5.5  3.7%  0.0%  
Travel and subsistence  
Transfers and subsidies  
Provinces and municipalities  

14.9  15.7  5.4  25.1  18.8%  0.0%  16.8  16.7  18.2  -10.1%  0.1%  
1.0  8.1  1.2  0.6  -17.5%  0.0%  0.0  0.0  0.0  -67.0%  0.0%  
0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  14.5%  0.0%  0.0  0.0  0.0  5.3%  0.0%  

Departmental agencies and accounts    –     –     –     –   
   0.0%    –     –     –   0.0%  0.0%  

Households  
Payments for capital assets  
Machinery and equipment  
Payments for financial assets  

1.0  4.5  1.2  0.6  -18.0%  0.0%    –     –     –   -100.0%  0.0%  
9.3  4.2  5.2  3.7  -26.5%  0.0%  3.9  4.0  4.2  4.8%  0.0%  
8.8  4.2  5.2  3.7  -25.3%  0.0%  3.9  4.0  4.2  4.8%  0.0%  

6 249  56 600  77 694  38 925.0  84.0%  99.5%  23 634.5    –     –   -100.0%  98.2%  
Total   6 475  56 846  77 914  39 197.8  82.3%  100.0%  23 928.9  297.6  310.9  -80.1%  100.0%  
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Excluding bailouts for the SOCs, the budget for the department is expected to normalise over 

the medium term prior to confirmation of the provisional allocations for Eskom. Excluding the 

bailouts to SOEs, compensation of employees constitutes 59.9 per cent of the department’s 

spending over the medium while goods and services constitute 38.7 per cent. On goods and 

services, consultants: business advisory services, constitutes the biggest spending item 

followed by travel and subsistence and operating leases.  

The Administration programme constitutes 50.2 per cent of spending on compensation of 

employees and 56.5 per cent of personnel as illustrated on the table below.  

Table 6: Distribution of compensation of employees and headcount per programme  

Programme (R'000)  2018/19  2019/20  2020/21  2021/22  2022/23  2023/24  2024/25  
% of 

total  

Administration  69 644     72 108    105 725     88 875   89 586  90 241  94 295  50.2%  

SOC Governance  
Assurance and  
Performance  

47 852     48 884     57 181     53 266     53 288   54 475     56 921   30.8%  

Business  
Enhancement and  
Industrialisation  

26 318     28 198     34 762    33 813    34 579    35 258     36 841   19.0%  

Total expenditure   143 814    149 190    197 668     175 954   177 453    179 974    188 057   100.0%  

Number of posts                          
Administration  102  99  101  118  125  116  116  56.5%  

SOC Governance  
Assurance and  
Performance  

23  31  29  34  32  32  32  15.5%  

Business  
Enhancement and  
Industrialisation  

52  51  47  59  59  59  59  28.1%  

Total posts  177  181  177  211  216  207  207  100.0%  

There is a significant concentration of personnel in the Administration programme. The 

Administration programme has more than 50 per cent of personnel in the department which 

appears to crowd out core programmes. In 2017/18, the department reviewed its 

organizational structure arguing that the new structure enables it to be responsive and efficient 

in fulfilling its oversight and monitoring role. However, considering the skewed distribution of 

personnel towards the Administration programme, it seems that this may be untrue.   

On the contrary, one can also argue that the core programmes could be overstaffed 

considering that the department has been meeting some its targets despite the high vacancy 

rates in the core programmes. While the National Treasury is of the view that the skewed 

organizational structure may be the reason why the department resorts to use of consultants, 

there is a need to conduct an independent review of the department’s organisational structure 

to determine if the structure is optimal to the functions it is expected to perform considering the 

functions that are performed by other policy departments.  

  

  

    
7 Measuring Performance of DPE  

Excluding the Administration programme, performance of the department is skewed towards 

work related to SOE oversight conducted under Programmes 2 and 3. Based on the 2021/22 

annual performance plan for the department, the table below outlines performance indicators 

for these programmes.  
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Table 7: Strategic performance indicators for the department  
Outcome  Output  Performance indicator  

Strengthen governance 

systems of SOCs and 

promote institutional 

alignment in the 

execution of the 

oversight function  

Assessment of the SOC boards 
as per the Board Performance  
Evaluation Framework  

Annual assessment of independent 

board performance index  

Improved governance 

and accountability  
Development of SOCs risk integrity 

management framework  
Number of board members and  
employees doing business with the 

SOCs  

Shareholder compacts signed  Number of shareholder compacts 

signed  

Government shareholder 

management Bill signed into law 

by 2023  

Development of shareholder 

management Bill  

Review previously undertaken 

forensic audits and ensure 

recommendations are 

implemented  

Number of forensic reviews conducted  

Improved financial 

sustainability of SOCs  
Outlook on SOC financial 

positions  
Number of SOC quarterly financial 

reviews and reports produced  

Alignment of SOCs to key  
priorities outlined in the Strategic  
Intent Statements and  
Shareholder Compact  

Number of corporate plans reviewed  

Monitor implementation of SOC 

external auditors’ audit findings  
Number of consolidated progress 

reports on SOCs’ audit findings  

Payment of SOCs’ proportion of 

earnings  
Standardised methodology and 

frequency of payment of dividend  

Increase the 
contribution of SOCs to 
support transformation  
of the South African  
economy  

Improved SOC spend on locally 

manufactured goods and services  
Percentage spending on local content  

Improved SOCs’ contribution to 

the transformation agenda  
Percentage spending on preferential 

procurement  

Socio-economic development 

programme of SOCs  
Percentage of SOC spending on  
corporate social investment 

programmes  
Optimal operating structure for 

Alexkor  
Restructured Alexkor  

Development of a Just Energy 

Transition Framework  
Just Energy Transition Framework 

developed  
Industry specific research 

conducted  
Number of industry specific research 

conducted  
Support development of 

small, medium, and 

micro enterprises  

Improved spend on enterprise 

development  
Annual value of enterprise development 

contributions  

Economic  
transformation and job 

creation  

Minimum percentage of amount  
spent on essential skills 

development  

Report on the percentage of spending 

on skills development  

Position SOCs to 

support re- 
Adaptation to climate change  Environmental Plan published in the 

Government Gazette  
Outcome  Output  Performance indicator  

Industrialisation of the 

South African economy  
  

   
Monitor implementation of SOC 

climate change response plans  
Report on SOC climate change 

response initiatives  
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Supply of energy 

secured  
Increased energy availability 

factor  
Percentage of energy availability factor  

Implementation of Eskom 

Roadmap  
Progress on the implementation of the  
Eskom’s Roadmap  

Increase access to an 

affordable and reliable 

transport system  

Improved investment programme  
in rolling stock and rail 

infrastructure  

improved service reliability, predictability 

of service, and cost effectiveness of 

transport system  

Corporatised National Ports 

Authority  
Implementation of Transnet National 

Ports Authority as an independent entity  

Improved terminal equipment 

reliability  
Improved port equipment reliability  

Source: DPE Annual Performance Plan 2021/22  

The LogFrame for the DPE is included as Appendix 1.  

The key elements to note are the following:  

• Impact: Government’s developmental objective is to reduce poverty, unemployment 

and inequality. The DPE is expected to ensure that SOCs contribute to this goal. The 

main objective of the department is to ensure that the SOCs contribute to the 

development imperatives of the country.   

• Outcomes: Through its mandate, the DPE seeks to ensure that the SOCs contribute 

to two priorities of the MTSF 2019-2024 which are Priority 1: Capable, ethical and 

developmental state and Priority 2: Economic transformation and job creation. To 

realise these, the DPE exercises oversight on the SOCs to monitor their infrastructure 

projects, assesses corporate plans to ensure alignment to the developmental 

objectives, monitor financial plans and governance systems of the entities.   

Ensuring financial stability and sound governance systems at the SOCs is a key 

enabler to their contribution to the development imperatives. Hence achieving these 

outcomes is one of the key focus areas for the department.   

• Activities: The activities that DPE undertakes, aim to realise the full impact of the 

SOCs. For instance, to achieve governance and accountability, the department is 

leading in the development of SOCs Risk Integrity Management Framework, signs 

shareholder compacts with the SOCs, coordinates drafting of the Government 

Shareholder Management Bill and monitors implementation of measures to address 

findings from previously undertaken forensic audits.  

Similarly, to ensure improved financial sustainability of SOCs, the department conducts 

reviews on financials, corporate plans and performance reports for the SOCs. To 

assess the contribution of SOCs to support transformation of the South African 

economy, the department tracks proportion of spending on local content by the SOCs, 

spending on preferential procurement, small and medium enterprises and conducts 

industry specific research.  

    
8 Expenditure Review  

This Expenditure Review covers three areas of DPE expenditure:  

1. Consultancy services,   

2. Operating leases; and  

3. Travelling and subsistence.  
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Analysis under this section is based on data obtained from Vulindlela, LOGIS, PERSAL, annual 

reports and documents obtained from the department. Data obtained from these sources is at 

a very high level so much that detailed expenditure could not be conducted. In the case of 

expenditure on consultants, it appears that the department does not capture all details of 

service providers when processing expenditure transactions. For instance, expenditure cannot 

be identified or disaggregated by service provider in Vulindlela and LOGIS. We had to identify 

and select transactions which we requested the department to identify the service providers. 

However, it was still difficult to identify the exact purpose for which funds were used.  

While for travel and subsistence, the department only provided scanned documents on 

bookings for different officials. The information was only for selected months in 2019/20 and 

2020/21. The information was provided in hardcopy format and needed to be converted into a 

database. Due to time limitations, this could not be completed.  

As a result of data challenges, the depth and extent of expenditure analysis for consultancy 

and travel and subsistence was therefore limited. The limitations have implications on the 

observations and recommendations that can be made.  

8.1 Consultancy Services  

8.1.1 Consultancy Spend  

Between 2016/17 and 2020/21, the department spent R 79.5 million on consultants. 

Expenditure grew at an average annual rate of 4.8 per cent from R 19.8 million in 2016/17 to 

R 23.9 million in 2020/21. Surprisingly, highest spending was recorded in 2020/21, when a 

number of spending items on goods and services were declining due to COVID-19. Over the 

medium term, expenditure is expected to increase to R 40.5 million, due to inflation related 

adjustments across all programmes and or items in programmes. Spending on consultants is 

mainly pronounced under Programme 3: Business Enhancement, Transformation and 

Industrialisation followed by the Administration Programme.   

It is critical to interrogate the expenditure in these programmes to understand what was exactly 

funded and why the department spends such a significant portion of its budget on consultants. 

Spending on consultancy services between 2013/14 and 2020/21, was at least 10 per cent of 

spending on compensation of employees. In 2014/15 and 2020/21, the proportion was 17.5 

per cent and 17 per cent, respectively. The figure below illustrates trends for expenditure on 

consultancy compared to compensation of employees.  
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Figure 2: Consultancy vs compensation of employees  

  
Source: Vulindlela  

The personnel vacancy rate is high in core programmes; State-owned Companies Governance 

Assurance and Performance and Business Enhancement, Transformation and 

Industrialisation. Between 2017/18 and 2020/21, the two programmes had average vacancy 

rates of 19 per cent and 17.7 per cent, respectively. The high vacancy rate might be 

contributing to high spending on consultancy as the department does not have capacity to 

undertake the prioritized projects. However, due to the nature of skills required to conduct 

some of the projects, it is not sustainable to appoint personnel with such skills in-house on a 

permanent basis.   

There was no defined trend per programme as consultancy services are demand driven and 

hence, fluctuated frequently over the period. Table 8 below illustrates distribution of areas 

where consultancy services were procured.  
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Table 

8: 

Consultancy Spend 2016/17 – 2020/21  

Source: Vulindlela  

    

Programmes R'000) 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 Grand Total % of Total 

exp 
Administration                   6 

627 
                  5 

259 
               2 

221 
                  4 

311 
                  3 

332 
         21 

750 
27.4% 

Accounting and auditors                   1 

198 
                  1 

530 
                   

706 
                  2 

991 
                     

291 
            6 

716 
8.5% 

Audit Committee                      

851 
                     

608 
                   

623 
                     

390 
                     

676 
            3 

148 
4.0% 

Communication                      

579 
                  1 

232 
                   -                       -                       -             1 

811 
2.3% 

Human resources                      

423 
                  1 

066 
                   

281 
                     

147 
                     

269 
            2 

187 
2.8% 

Occupational Safety and Health                         

57 
                      -                    -                       -                       -                  

57 
0.1% 

Project management                   2 

977 
                     

358 
                   

291 
                     

178 
                  2 

072 
            5 

875 
7.4% 

Qualification verification                         

48 
                     

316 
                   

320 
                          

6 
                        

24 
               

714 
0.9% 

Research and advisory                      

166 
                     

138 
                   -                      

563 
                      -                

867 
1.1% 

Translation and trascription                      

328 
                        

12 
                   -                         

36 
                      -                

376 
0.5% 

Business Enhancement, Transformation and  
Industrialisation 

                12 

972 
                11 

705 
               4 

325 
                  6 

177 
                17 

201 
         52 

379 
65.9% 

Accounting and auditors                       -                      

284 
                   

300 
                     

327 
                      -                

911 
1.1% 

Occupational Safety and Health                       -                      

197 
                   -                       -                       -                

197 
0.2% 

Project management                 12 

487 
                  4 

875 
               2 

850 
                      -                       -          20 

212 
25.4% 

Research and advisory                      

485 
                  6 

349 
               1 

175 
                  5 

850 
                17 

201 
         31 

059 
39.1% 

Translation and trascription                      -                   - 0.0% 

State-owned Companies Governance  
Assurance and Performance 

                     

225 
                      -                      

36 
                  1 

663 
                  3 

397 
            5 

321 
6.7% 

Research and advisory                      

225 
                      -                      

36 
                  1 

663 
                  3 

397 
            5 

321 
6.7% 

Grand Total                 19 824                 16 

964 
               6 

582 
                12 

150 
                23 930          79 450 100.0% 
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The Business Enhancement, Transformation and Industrialisation programme incurred 65.9 

per cent of total expenditure on consultancy followed by the Administration programme at 27.4 

per cent. Within the Administration programme, the department consistently incurs expenditure 

each year on items such as accounting and auditors, audit committee, human resource 

services, project management and qualification verification. Expenditure on the other items is 

sporadic.   

Similarly, under Business Enhancement, Transformation and Industrialisation programme, 

there is consistent spending on research and advisory which was significant in 2020/21. This 

is attributed to spending towards Seabury International Corporate Finance LLC (Seabury) 

which was hired to assist the department to develop an alternative option on the restructuring 

of the South African Airways following the placement of the airline on business rescue in 

December 2019. However, the department also incurred substantial expenditure on project 

management which only occurred between 2016/17 and 2018/19.  

8.1.2 Nature of consultancy services procured   

The DPE has oversight on SOEs that do business in different sectors of the economy namely, 

energy generation, transmission and generation, defence equipment manufacturing, freight 

logistics, air transport, mining, and forestry, both primary and secondary services. Considering 

the array of the sectors, it implies that the department requires skills sets that will enable it to 

execute its sector responsibilities over the SOEs accordingly. In addition to the SOE sectors, 

the department requires financial analysis skills coupled with restructuring.   

Considering these requirements, the department, since inception heavily relied on the use of 

consultants to perform some of the work due to lack of deep knowledge required for subject 

matters. The table below demonstrates the areas on which the department used consultancy 

services in the last five years.  

Table 9: Consultancy spending areas in the last 5 years  

Item: R'000 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 Total % of total 

Consultancy: Business advisory services          19 

824 
         16 

964 
         6 582          12 150          23 930          79 

450 
 

Accounting and auditors             1 

198 
            1 

814 
         1 006             3 

318 
               291             7 

627 
9.6% 

Audit Committee                

851 
               

608 
             623                390                676             3 

148 
4.0% 

Communication                

579 
            1 

232 
             -                 -                 -             1 

811 
2.3% 

Human resources                

423 
            1 

066 
             281                147                269             2 

187 
2.8% 

Occupational Safety and Health                  57                

197 
             -                 -                 -                

255 
0.3% 

Project management          15 

464 
            5 

232 
         3 141                178             2 

072 
         26 

086 
32.8% 

Qualification verification                  48                

316 
             320                     6                  24                

714 
0.9% 

Research and advisory                

876 
            6 

487 
         1 211             8 

076 
         20 598          37 

247 
46.9% 

Translation and trascription                

328 
                 12              -                  36                 -                

376 
0.5% 

Total          19 

824 
         16 

964 
         6 582          12 150          23 930          79 

450 
100% 

Source: Vulindlela  

Accounting and auditors  
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Expenditure under these items is related to internal audit co-sourced services that were 

procured to assist the internal audit unit. There was only one person, a Deputy Director in the 

Internal Audit unit of the department when service providers were appointed. In addition to the 

regular audits, forensic audits were also carried by R Kalidass and Associates and Morar 

Incorporated. When R Kalidass and Associates were appointed to provide co-sourced internal 

audit and forensic investigation services for a period of six months from 22 October 2018, the 

department states that the financial implications could not be determined as cost will be rate 

based and therefore depended on the amount of time taken to complete the tasks. However, 

it was estimated that R 800,000 would be required. For the period 2018/19 to 2020/21 

however, the department spent R 3.4 million on internal audit services. On the other hand, 

based on documents provided, the invoices do not reflect the rates charged or time taken to 

complete the tasks as summarised in the table below. This is contrary to the statement by the 

department when it was motivating for the appointment of the service provider.  

Table 10: Expenditure on internal audit services: R Kalidass and Associates  

Item Date Financial 

Year 
Quarter Quantity/ 

Descripti 
Rate  Time 

charged 
Amount 

Internal audit: Information technology 18-Nov-19 2019/20 Q2 on        259 

522.80 
Internal audit: Financial Assessment and Investment Support 18-Nov-19 2019/20 Q2         283 

966.49 
Internal audit: Financial Management 18-Nov-19 2019/20 Q2         357 

024.98 
Internal audit: Trandport and defence 19-Feb-20 2019/20 Q1,2&3        168 

164.65  
Internal audit: Energy and Resources 19-Feb-20 2019/20 Q1,2&3        131 

096.55  
Internal audit: Legal and Governance 19-Feb-20 2019/20 Q1,2&3        314 

405.40  
Internal audit: Supply chain and Asset management 19-Feb-20 2019/20 Q1,2&3        353 

566.35  
Internal audit: Human resources 19-Feb-20 2019/20 Q1,2&3        391 

241.65  
Internal audit: Interim AFS 19-Feb-20 2019/20 Q1,2&3        116 

213.25  
Internal audit: Auditor General management Report follow up 19-Feb-20 2019/20 Q1,2&3        106 

798.20  
Internal audit: Follow-up Risk profiling and mitigation 21-May-

20 
2019/20 Q4        114 

330.41  
Internal audit: Follow-up - Security and facilities 21-May-

20 
2019/20 Q4        109 

657.39  
Internal audit: Office of the Director General 21-May-

20 
2019/20 Q4           67 

133.55 
Internal audit: Network and system security vulnerability assessment 22-Jul-20 2019/20 Q4        170 

533.50  
Internal audit: Information technology follow up 19-Mar-

19 
2018/19 Q4        162 

978.00  
Internal audit: Follow-up Risk profiling and mitigation 19-Mar-

19 
2018/19 Q4        229 

804.50  
Internal audit: Internal audit strategic session 19-Mar-

19 
2018/19 Q4           55 

812.38 
Total        3 392 

250.04 

Source: Invoices supplied by the DPE  

Audit Committee  

Expenditure under these items relate to individuals that have been appointed to sit on the audit 

committee. The payments (based on rates) are in terms of the members serving on the audit 

committee. Payments are based on the number of meetings/hours and any travel costs. The 

department could not provide documents used to determine the costs.  
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Human resources  

Under this category, the department hired Basadzi Media and Personnel to conduct 

recruitment processes including placement of adverts in national newspapers. For the period 

under review, the department incurred the following expenditure:  

Table 11: Services offered by Basadzi Media and Personnel  

Basadzi Media and Personnel  2017/2018  2018/2019  2019/2020  2020/2021  Total  

Advertisement      712 617       696 952      25 132     95 977   1 530 678   
Recruitment and advertisement        -          80 997     33 795     114 792   

Recruitment and response handling         9 925        150 328       73 876       192 648       426 777   
Total   722 542       847 280    180 004   322 421   2 072 247   

Source: Vulindlela  

Of the above transactions, the department submitted invoices which reflect descriptions 

associated with the above. However, the invoices only relate to a few transactions in 2019/20 

and 2020/21. Despite this, it was observed that adverts were mainly placed in the Sunday 

Times, Business Day and the City Press. The prices differences were very large from one 

newspaper to the other. For instance, difference are notables on the following:  

Table 12: Cost of Advertising  

Item  Date  Quantity/ 

Description  
Amount (R)  

Adverts: Business Day  09-Jul-19  16*3           12 751   
Adverts: Sunday Times  09-Jul-19  16*3           43 277   
Adverts: City Press  09-Jul-19  16*3           33 329   
Adverts: Sunday Times  22-Jul-19  5*3           13 524   
Adverts: Business Day  22-Jul-19  5*3              3 985   
Adverts: City Press  22-Jul-19  5*3           10 415   
Adverts: Sunday Times  07-May-20  13*3           36 912   
Adverts: Sunday Times  02-Aug-20  28*4         106 002   

Source: Department of Public Enterprises  

The department responded that different newspapers charge different rates. However, one of 

the arguments for the Sunday Times is that it has a wider readership and used this as a 

leverage in its pricing. Despite that, it is still not clear why the department could not negotiate 

for lower advertising rates.   

Another observation is that on handling bulk responses, Basadzi Media and Personnel appear 

to charge for a standard duration of 56 hours for every work done. The department has stated 

that 56 hours refers to the agreed turnaround time which is equivalent to 7 days to complete a 

given task. Therefore, there is no clarity on hourly rates charged or actual duration taken to 

complete given tasks. The invoices supplied by the department do not show the quantities of 

documents received and handled. In some cases, invoices include the hourly rate charged but 

there is no quantity of CVs handled. Without data on the number of CVs handled, there is a 

possibility that some of the tasks could have been completed in less than 56 hours.    Project 

management  

This component constitutes 32.8 per cent of total expenditure for the period under review. 

Some of the work conducted under this component include development and implementation 

of the enterprise architecture by Matsei Technologies and Consulting Pty Ltd (R 1.3 million), 

supply & installation of network cables & infrastructure with maintenance support by EOH 

Mthombo (R 6.4 million). The department also paid money to Alexkor to conduct a desktop 

study on Richtersveld diamond deposit. NKA Management Services was appointed to provide 

assistance to the department to finalise the re-alignment of the organisational structure and 

conduct job evaluation.   

Furthermore, in 2016/17, the department entered into a partnership with the South African 

Forestry Company Limited (SAFCOL) to develop and implement six community-based 
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enterprise projects, which are timber-framed public facilities; pole treatment plant; charcoal 

commercialisation; broadband services for rural communities; furniture manufacturing and 

other projects for public facilities; and development and construction of a science school 

concept.   

The department contributed and disbursed R 9 million from goods and services, while SAFCOL 

contributed R 1 million towards the collaboration. The amount was held in a ringfenced account 

held by the entity. The projects were subsequently not implemented due to the entity’s limited 

resources, while some projects were dependant on participation and financial contribution from 

other state-owned companies and dependency on external stakeholders. In 2020/21, SAFCOL 

returned funds to the department which subsequently requested to retain and redirect the 

funds to settle the rising legal fees emanating from private legal advisory services. National 

Treasury rejected the request, and the funds were surrendered to National Revenue Fund as 

a result. It is not clear why the department took long to act when there was no performance on 

the partnership since 2017/18.  

Research and advisory  

This constitutes 46.9 per cent of total expenditure for the period under review. Some of the 

work conducted under this component include work conducted by Seabury International 

Corporate Finance LLC in 2020/21 to advise the department on options for the rescue plan for 

the South African Airways SOC Limited. The contract value was $997.5 thousand or R 17.9 

million, payable in three equal instalments of $332.5 thousand or R 5.9 million. Services 

rendered to the department include providing advisory services on evaluating the airline’s 

existing financial performance, taking into consideration current and historical profitability; 

evaluating working capital needs; evaluating the entity’s soft assets for valuation; developing 

additional methodologies on funding SAA as well as funding needs over the MTEF. The 

department decided to hire Seabury to perform this function despite work being conducted by 

the appointed business rescue practitioners. In terms of the agreement, duration of the project 

was from 02 March 2020 to 10 May 2020.  

Blue Planet was appointed in 2019/20 to conduct an assessment study of the corporatisation 

of the National Ports Authority on Transnet SOC Limited and its operating divisions. The 

department spent R 5.85 million on this work. However, in the Bid Adjudication Committee 

report, the department had initially budgeted R 3 million for this work, but Blue Planet bid was 

selected even though it was 95 per cent higher than budgeted for. The Bid Evaluation 

Committee states that Blue Planet scored the highest number of points and was selected in 

terms of the Preferential Procurement Regulations 2017 which states that the bidder who 

scores the highest number of points and complies with the terms reference should be awarded 

the contract. Duration of the work was three months.   

8.1.3 Observations and Conclusions   

Expenditure on consultancy depends on the number and complexity of projects being 

undertaken. In some cases, the department does not have the requisite skills in-house to 

perform the work required. However, it seems that based on the duration of the projects, it is 

not feasible for the department to benefit from skills transfer from consultancy work performed 

in the department. The department may benefit from arrangements that permit skills transfer. 

However, there is a challenge of high rate of turnover within the senior management service 

level in the department.  

There is no defined expenditure pattern for the consultancy spending categories identified. 

However, most of the consultancy work takes place under Programmes 2 and 3. These 

programmes are responsible for technical work related to state-owned companies. These 
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programmes have notable high vacancy rates. It can therefore be concluded that lack of 

capacity in the department due to high vacancy rates forces it to hire consultants.  

During the 2022 MTEF budget discussions, the department noted that it is struggling to attract 

and retain people with the skills sets required as there is competition for the same skills in the 

market. It argued that the DPSA salary scales are not attractive enough for the skills required. 

For some of the posts, the preferred candidates reject the offers, and the department is left 

with no alternative. As a result, the posts remain vacant, and the department is then forced to 

hire consultants. In general, the areas where consultants were hired have capacity constraints. 

For instance, internal audit had only 4 people while the human resources unit is only composed 

of 12 people. In Human Resources, the people are equally spread in three units namely; 

Human Resources Management, Human Resources Development and Performance 

Management & Labour Relations; and Employee Wellness.  

Considering that consultants are hired when needed, it follows that there are times that certain 

skills sets are not required and it is not logical to employ such skills on a full-time basis. Despite 

being expensive, the resources will also be underutilised if employed permanently considering 

that some projects do not happen regularly. It is only sensible to hire the services when 

required.   

For consultancy work conducted, most of the invoices do not show the rates applied, quantity 

of work and time taken to complete the tasks. From documents availed, only invoices from 

Matsei Technologies and Consulting included the time it took for work performed even though 

it appears that each activity took one-hour to complete which is unrealistic. The 2018/19 and  

2019/20 annual reports show that this service provider took an equivalent of 120 workdays 

each year to develop and implement the enterprise architecture. As a result, comparison with 

the DPSA Guide on Hourly Fee Rates for Consultants could not be conducted. It cannot be 

concluded whether the department is paying higher or lower rates.  

In general, it seems that the department does not do its own detailed costing of projects. 

Although the terms of reference state the duration of projects, it seems that the timeframes are 

not based on detailed project and cost breakdown. As a result, the department has been under 

budgeting for most of the projects, for instance, for the project conducted by Blue Planet the 

department spent R 5.85 million against the budget of R 3 million, which translates to 95 per 

cent more.  

Data captured on the Basic Accounting System and LOGIS is not sufficient to for a detailed 

expenditure analysis to be conducted. From Vulindlela, expenditure cannot be analysed using 

service provider variable. In some cases, data in the two sources is not aligned to each other. 

For instance, the value of transactions for consultancy in LOGIS is lower than in Vulindlela. It 

therefore implies that the department does not capture all details per transaction in one system 

and does not capture some of the transactions in another system.  

8.1.4 Recommendations   

The department should capture all details of expenditure transactions as required. This will 

allow accurate and detailed analysis of expenditure in the future. Furthermore, data between 

Vulindlela and LOGIS should be comparable. For this to happen, the department should 

ensure that all details and transactions are captured in the relevant systems.  

Although the terms of reference provide clarity on the scope of work for which consultants are 

appointed, the department should make it a requirement for service providers to provide more 

details of work done including the hourly rates, magnitude of work, and time taken to complete 

work when issuing invoices. This will enable the department to know what it is spending the 
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money on and model costs appropriately. Furthermore, the department will be able to 

determine whether it is complying the DPSA Guide on Hourly Fee Rates for Consultants.  

In relation to this, the department should do its own project costing to estimate the budget 

required for each project. This will reduce the under budgeting that has been noted across 

several projects.    

Considering the dynamic nature of projects that the department undertakes based on issues 

from the state-owned enterprises, the department needs to recruit people with skills sets 

appropriate for it to conduct work on the emerging scope of issues. However, the department 

will need to develop measures to attract and retain these skills. Vacancy rates in the core 

programmes are high and there is high rate of turnover. These create capacity constraints 

which the department tries to offset through hiring consultants. Therefore, the department 

should target to reduce and stabilise the vacancy rate to minimise hiring of consultants. One 

possible way is to develop a skills transfer framework when outsourcing services from 

consultants.  

However, it is necessary for the department or the DPSA to conduct an independent review of 

the department’s organisational structure. This will assess whether the department is under 

capacitated, and the nature of skills required for it to carry out its functions without excessive 

outsourcing of consultants.  

  
8.2  Operating Leases  

Government leases a significant portion of its office accommodation from private sector 

landlords. The cost of leasing the premises is cited as being in the region of R 4.9 billion per 

year and is a significant area of Government expenditure. This could be sitting at R 5 billion 

per year as of 31 March 2020 according to unconfirmed data (source: news24 article quoting 

Minister of Public Works and Infrastructure). Perceptions of state departments overpaying for 

office accommodation, and/or not deriving value for money, has fuelled concern of the 

additional burden on the fiscus. The DPE spends on average R 13.6 million per year over the 

past 4 years on accommodation which constitutes 16.4 per cent of total spending on goods 

and services.  

Much of the criticism of recent accommodation transactions has been on whether government 

has obtained market-related rentals and hence effective use of government funds. 

Overexpenditure on government leased office accommodation is a multifaceted problem that 

requires analysis of costs and associated drivers, including market factors, norms and 

standards for space planning and accommodation, fit-out and tenant installations, 

accommodation specifications, procurement processes, roles of stakeholders such as the 

National Treasury, government departments as users / tenants to the National Department of 

Public Works and Infrastructure (DPWI) as custodian of state immovable assets, as well as 

the capacity of government to negotiate favourable lease conditions.  

The Property Management Trading Entity (PMTE) is a critical stakeholder as it is responsible 

for the administration and management of state property on behalf DPWI.   

The spending review on operating leases is aimed at assessing the cost effectiveness leasing 

of office accommodation by the Department of Public Enterprises. In reviewing this spending 

item, attention will be on the cost of leasing and utilisation of office accommodation by the 

Department of Public Enterprise and zoom in the process of acquiring office space using DPWI 

leasing process.  
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8.2.1 Office lease expenditure  

Back in 2013, the DPE was on a month to month contract for a building in Hatfield Pretoria 

owned by InfoTech when they started the process of acquiring a new building. Space occupied 

at the time was 5,192 m2 and 94 parking bays at a monthly rental of R 472,630. The DPE opted 

to acquire the new building and they followed the process as stipulated in the guidelines 

annotated in Appendix 3.  

DPE submitted a needs analysis to DPWI asking for a building with 7,275 m2 and 220 parking 

bays. The reason for requesting bigger space was that the department was planning to fill its 

funded vacant posts. Another key specification was that the building should be around Hatfield 

as requested by then Minister of Public Enterprises. DPWI conducted options analysis seeking 

the best option between contracting, purchase and refurbish or leasing. The best option was 

contracting, see table below for the outcome of the options analysis:  

Table 13: DPE Accommodation Options Analysis   

Option (7 275m2)  Amount  NPV  Preferred option 

rating  
Option 1: Construction  R 96 910 826   R 374 356 893  1  

Option 2: Purchase & refurbish   R 66 847 158  R 339 905 873  2  

Option 3: Lease  R 16 179 133  -R 167 238 492  3  

Source: Procurement Instruction Leasing  

Option 1 requires that DPWI to provide the department with alternative accommodation 

through a lease for a period of 3 years while construction is underway. Since there was no 

available state owned accommodation for the required needs, it was recommended to lease 

alternative accommodation at an extent of 7 275m2 and 220 parking bays in Hatfield.  

Since 2013 to date, DPE has been relying on leases for office accommodation. It is not clear 

what happened to the option of constructing new building.   

According to a lease agreement signed by DPWI and the landlord, DPE is currently occupying 

a building called Commission House in Acadia Pretoria. The contract was effective from 1 July 

2018 and lapsed on the 31st of June 2021. It was a 3-year contract and terms are highlighted 

on table below:  

Table 14: Cost of lease contract  

 Cost of lease agreement for DPE and other selected 

departments 
  

Department Description 
Monthly 

rental 
Total 

space 

Rate per 

squere meter 
Escalating  

Lease period 
rate 

DPE Office (Square meter)  R631 155.00                6 

011 
R105.00 7.5% 3 Year 

 Packing (Covered bay)  R154 000.00                   
220 

R700.00   

 Total cost  R785 155.00                6 

231 
R805.00   

 Total cost after VAT R902 928.25     

DSBD Office and Packing - Block G 

(Square meter) 
R1 545 077.73                3 

966 
R389.58 8.0% 12 

Months 

 Office - Block G 1 (Square meter)  R205 525.36                   
810 

R253.74 6.5%  

 Office - Block A (Square meter)  R247 068.00                   
510 

R484.45 10.0%  
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 Total cost R1 997 671.09                5 

286 
R1 127.76   

DPME -  330 Grosvenor Street 

Hartfield 
Office (Square meter)  R569 409.97                3 

674 
R154.98 6.0% Monthly 

 Packing (Covered bay)  R97 878.39                   
100 

R978.78 6.0%  

 Total cost  R667 288.36                3 

774 
R176.81    

DPME -Johannes Ramokhoase Street 

Acadia 
Office (Square meter)  R734 920.00                3 

043 
R241.51 9.0% Monthly 

 Packing (Covered bay) R67 869.50                     

49 
R1 385.09 9.0%  

 Total cost  R802 789.50                3 

092 
R1 626.60   

 Total cost for both buildings R1 470 077.86                6 

866 
R1 803.42    

Source: DPE, DSBD, DPME  

The DPE lease contract looks reasonable when compared to the Department of Small 

Business Development and Department of Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation. The three 

departments are occupying office buildings in almost similar geographical areas around 

Pretoria. Space occupied by all departments range between 5,000 m2 and 7,000 m2 including 

both office and parking space. When analysing numbers, it is evident that DPE is paying a 

reasonable amount when compared to the other two.   

DPE is paying R 805 per square meter for 6,231 m2 while DPME is paying R 1,803 per square 

meter for 6,866 m2, this is 100 per cent higher than what DPE is paying for 635 per square 

meter less on their building. However, market price per square meter could not be found to 

make a comparison. The reasonable prices of DPE contract could mean that DPWI managed 

to negotiate the best price for DPE, or the other departments are paying exorbitant amounts 

for rentals. However, based on the table above, the rates per square meter appear to be higher 

the shorter the lease period. DPE had a 3-year lease while the DSBD had a lease of 12 months 

while for DPME, the lease was on a month to month basis which tends to be costly. Further 

comparison against other departments with same duration of lease periods is necessary in 

order to make a conclusive statement.   

For all the departments, the cost per parking bay is substantially higher than office space per 

square meter. It is not clear why parking space appear to be more expensive. However, a 

further assessment of the cost of space per individual staff category may be necessary to 

compare against the cost per square meter of parking space.  

As demonstrated in the figure below, the DPE made provision for rental for accommodation on 

annual basis to honour its contractual obligation. Budget for rental is classified as operating 

leases under goods and services and this is in Programme 1: Administration. Just like other 

national departments, operational expenses are managed in Administration programme.   

DPE pays its rent to DPWI as agreed on services level agreement upon receipt of invoice on 

monthly bases. DPE did not sign the lease agreement directly with the landlord, however it is 

DPWI that entered into agreement with the landlord on behalf of the DPE, hence DPWI 

receives rental money and pays the landlord. This process is normal, and it is in line with 

guidelines.   
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The table below demonstrates that department is paying rental for office space that is not fully 

occupied. Occupancy rate over the past 6 financial years is 87 per cent. Cost of unoccupied 

space is around an average of R 2.4 million per year in the past 3 years from 2018/19-2020/21. 

The trend has been persistent over the past three years. Even though funded post decreased 

from 233 posts in 2018/19 to 214 posts in 2020/21, vacancy rate remained high resulting in 

unoccupied space. Cost of unoccupied space could be deemed as fruitless or wasteful 

expenditure.   

Table 15: Expenditure vs Occupation   

  
Historcal spending on accommodation vs Space occupied  

  

Year (R'000)  Annual rental  Total 

Space  
Funded 

posts  
Headcount  Vacancy  Annual 

vacancy 

rate  

    
Occupancy  

rate   

Cost of unoccupied 

space   

2015/16   R            9 988   5 192  223  199  24  11%  89%   R                1 075   

2016/17   R         10 032   5 192  211  191  20  9%  91%   R                    951   

2017/18   R         12 703   5 192  220  206  14  6%  94%   R                    808   

2018/19   R         15 926   6 011  233  197  36  15%  85%   R                2 461   

2019/20   R         13 366   6 011  214  181  33  15%  85%   R                2 061   

2020/21   R         12 571   6 011  214  170  44  21%  79%   R                2 585   

Source: DPE   

Figure  3  Flow of money :   

  

Source: DPE  ENE   and service level agreement   

Property Agency 

Rental Receipiant  
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Figure 4: Cost of unoccupied Space  

  
Source: Own calculations  

If DPE managed to get a building with its initial required total space of 7 275m2, the cost of 

unoccupied space could be higher than what is reflected on the table above.   

Between 2018/19 and 2020/21 expenditure on operating leases decreased from R 15.9 million 

to R 12.6 million. This doesn’t add-up because the latest contract has annual escalating rate 

of 7.5 per cent.  

8.2.2 Observations and Conclusions   

In 2013, the DPWI recommended the construction of a new building, this was based on the 

options analysis conducted for the DPE. However, this has not yet materialised and the DPE 

is currently leasing office accommodation. Evidence shows that proper process was followed.   

Based on the analysis of lease contracts of the three departments around Pretoria, numbers 

suggest that DPE pays a lower price for the building they are occupying. However, DPE has 

not been occupying maximum space available due to vacancies and this could be deemed as 

fruitless and wasteful expenditure.   

DPE budgets for rental of office accommodation through operating leases and funds flow 

through the Administration programme. According to an agreement between DPE and DPWI, 

the department pays DPWI which subsequently transfers to the landlord and this arrangement 

is ordinary.   

8.2.3 Recommendations   

Considering that the current contract had lapsed in June 2021 and high vacancy rate in the 

past has resulted in relatively low occupational rate, the department should look for small 

space than currently occupied. This could result in potential savings on amount paid on rentals.   

While the review suggests that space underutilisation is a function of personnel vacancy rate, 

the department should conduct an independent review of its organisational structure to 

determine the optimal size which can be used to inform its space needs. If the department has 

been able to meet some of its performance targets while recording high vacancy rates, it raises 

the question of whether the vacant posts are necessary and the resultant unutilised space. If 
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indeed, the vacant posts are necessary for the department to fully perform its functions, it must 

prioritise filling the vacancies to minimise wastage on payment for unoccupied space. It should 

be noted that the vacancies are mainly in the core programmes implying that this has 

implications on the department’s capacity to fully execute its functions. It is further 

recommended that the department develop an employee retention strategy to manage 

vacancy rate at lowest level.  

A further assessment of office space per individual employee categories is necessary. This 

should be compared against cost of parking space per square meter.  

8.3 Travel and Subsistence  

Travel is one of the most important activities entrusted to employees to enable them to execute 

their duties efficiently and effectively. To ensure that travel is always acquired and utilized 

efficiently and economically, the Treasury Instruction 02 of 2017/18 and 04 of 2017/18 as 

revised on cost containment gave effect to the National Travel Policy Framework (NTPF) for 

further understanding and definitions. The Treasury Instruction 04 of 2017/18 is very clear that 

where there is conflict between the Treasury Instruction and the NTPF, the framework will take 

precedence.   

The department spent R 75.5 million on travel and subsistence between 2016/17 and 2020/21. 

Expenditure decreased at an average annual rate of 39 per cent from R 17.5 million in 2016/17 

to R 2.4 million in 2020/21. Highest spending was recorded in 2017/18 when expenditure 

totalled R 24.9 million and subsequently started to decline from 2018/19, recording the lowest 

spending in 2020/21 which was mainly due to COVID-19. The department initially budgeted R 

22.5 million for travel and subsistence in the 2020/21 budget, which was revised to R 5.4 million 

and of the R 5.4 million the department spent R 2.4 million.   

Table 16: Travel and subsistence expenditure from 2016/17 to 2020/21  

Travel and subsistence spending items 
2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 Grand 

Total 

T&S DOM NON EMPL:ACCOMMODATION                                 

- 
            37 

986 
                 1 

440 
                            

- 
               17 

441 
              56 

867 
T&S DOM:ACCOMMODATION                     3 001 

695 
      5 902 

686 
         2 493 

180 
                2 384 

977 
            275 

642 
      14 058 

180 
T&S DOM:AIR TRANSPORT                     6 526 

691 
      8 834 

767 
         7 361 

700 
                5 476 

897 
            891 

010 
      29 091 

065 
T&S DOM:CAR RENTAL                     1 446 

806 
      1 453 

420 
             813 

376 
                1 875 

916 
            666 

129 
        6 255 

648 
T&S DOM:FIXED DAILY ALLOWANCE                             1 

272 
              2 

564 
                     

299 
                        2 

759 
                     -                 6 

893 
T&S DOM:FOOD&BEVER                          43 

345 
            36 

443 
               20 

129 
                        2 

303 
                     -            102 

219 
T&S DOM:INCIDENTAL COST                          63 

375 
          222 

393 
             123 

294 
                   135 

859 
                 5 

251 
           550 

173 
T&S DOM:KM ALL(OWN TRANSPORT)                        734 

919 
          501 

699 
             808 

517 
                   836 

063 
               56 

260 
        2 937 

459 
T&S DOM:KM ALLOWANCE SMS                        959 

957 
          910 

515 
             164 

432 
                            

- 
                     -         2 034 

904 
T&S DOM:OTR TRNS PROVID                     1 789 

891 
      1 675 

011 
             808 

293 
                   478 

000 
            167 

340 
        4 918 

535 
T&S DOM:RAILWAY TRANSPOR                          13 

660 
                  -                66 

071 
                      32 

657 
                     -            112 

388 
T&S DOM:ROAD TRANSPORT                          11 

476 
              7 

592 
               19 

631 
                              

58 
               77 

700 
           116 

457 
T&S DOM:SPECIAL DAILY ALLOWANCE                        150 

436 
          268 

866 
               58 

328 
                      89 

816 
                 9 

093 
           576 

540 
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T&S FORGN: INCIDENTAL COST                                

880 
                  -                      -                             

- 
                     -                    

880 
T&S FORGN:ACCOMMODATION                        570 

768 
      1 544 

570 
             990 

215 
                1 339 

772 
            114 

764 
        4 560 

089 
T&S FORGN:AIR TRANSPORT                     1 492 

008 
      1 980 

501 
             682 

670 
                2 394 

025 
                 5 

664 
        6 554 

867 
T&S FORGN:CAR RENTAL                          77 

132 
              1 

792 
             176 

369 
                        4 

712 
                     -            260 

006 
T&S FORGN:DAILY ALLOWANCE                                 

- 
            23 

148 
             160 

997 
                   303 

660 
                     -            487 

806 
T&S FORGN:INCIDENTAL COST                                 

- 
                  

445 
                     

195 
                      76 

260 
                     -              76 

900  
T&S FORGN:ROAD TRANSPORT                        307 

385 
      1 258 

016 
             185 

189 
                   247 

171 
               87 

306 
        2 085 

068 
T&S:DOM NON EMPL:TRANSPORT                        378 

143 
          251 

202 
                 5 

651 
                      48 

173 
               10 

629 
           693 

797 
Grand Total                  17 569 

838 
    24 913 

618 
       14 939 

975 
              15 729 

078 
         2 384 

230 
     75 536 

740  
Source: Vulindlela  

The items that are driving expenditure under travel and subsistence are domestic air transport, 

domestic accommodation, foreign air transport, domestic car rental, foreign accommodation 

and OTR transport provide.   

All the items recorded the highest spending in 2017/18 which is in line with the total expenditure 

in 2017/18. For the five-year period under review, the items combined accounted for 85 per 

cent of total expenditure on T&S with domestic air travel accounting for 39 per cent, domestic 

accommodation 19 per cent and international air travel 9 per cent.   

Figure 5: Highest spending items under T&S  

  
Source: Vulindlela  

The picture demonstrated by the graph above is also supported by documents received from 

the department, which shows that expenditure under T&S is centralised within domestic air 

transport and domestic accommodation. The documents cover expenditure on 

accommodation and air travel for 2019/20 for the month of September and October. As 

required by Treasury Instruction No. 4 of 2017/18, the department used South African Airways 

and British Airways as the airline of travel, however, it cannot be determined whether the 

department had compared rates of South African Airways and British Airways with other 

airlines servicing the specific routes to end up settling for SAA and BA. Based on the 
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documents submitted, the department only utilised a low cost carrier once for the period 

covered by the documents.   

In respect of domestic accommodation, it could not be determined whether expenditure was 

within the maximum allowable rates as set out in the Domestic Accommodation Rate grid and 

whether the correct star grading was booked for the employees travelling during that period. 

This is because the level of detail provided in the documents do not provide for that.   

8.3.1 Spending on travel by programme   

Based on the analysis (see figure 6 below), the Administration programme is driving spending 

on T&S followed by the Business Enhancement, Transformation and Industrialisation. The 

Administration programme accounted for 67 per cent and the Business Enhancement, 

Transformation and Industrialisation programme 24 per cent.   

The Administration programme houses the Ministry office and the Deputy Minister’s office and 

most of the support functions of the department.   

Figure 6: Percentage of spending by programme   

  
Source: Vulindlela  

Table 17: Spending on T&S under Administration   

Programme  Subprogramme  2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 Grand total  

Administration  Ministry 5 298 927 10 723 000 7 221 415 9 181 072 1 651 368 34 075 782 

Management  1 765 108 1 272 000 769 704 558 948 60 460 4 426 220 

Communication  1 762 229 2 576 000 1 140 649 626 316 66 162 6 171 356 

CFO 233 339 219 000 229 474 133 458 105 173 920 444 

HR 2 112 000 1 264 000 613 536 492 109 70 738 4 552 383 

Internal Audit 70 000 105 618 51 503 39 173  266 294 

Corporate Services 257 000 136 000 19 284 86 235 1 440 499 959 

Office Accommodation        

Total   11 498 603 16 295 618 10 045 565 11 117 311 1 955 341 50 912 438 

Source: Vulindlela  
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Under the Administration programme, the Ministry subprogramme is the main cost driver, 

accounting for 67 per cent or R 34.1 million of total spending for the programme. The Ministry 

subprogramme houses the Minister’s office and based on the documents received from the 

department, most of the travelling was coming from that office. The size of the delegation 

accompanying the Minister and Deputy Minister on the trips could not be determined due to 

data limitations. From the documents received, most of the travel was to Cape Town for 

meetings. There is only one record of an international trip that that took place during the period 

the documents cover.   

Figure 7: Ministry subprogramme spending trends  

  
Source: Vulindlela  

Based on the figure above, the Ministry subprogramme recorded the highest spending in  

2017/18, accounting for 66 per cent or R 10.7 million of total T&S expenditure of R 16.3 million 

for that financial year under the programme. In 2019/20, the programme accounted for R 9.2 

million or 83 per cent of spending. Looking at the departmental trend for T&S and what drives 

expenditure, it appears that expenditure was mainly driven by domestic air transport and 

domestic accommodation, however, the data available for analysis does not provide the level 

of detail where it can be concluded that indeed those two items were responsible for driving 

expenditure under the subprogramme.   

Given the limited data available for analysis, it cannot be determined what drives this 

expenditure and whether the cost containment measures put in place were followed in relation 

to the size of delegation for the Minister, the accommodation grid where accommodation is 

concerned. However, the documents provided by the department do show that for the period 

they cover, all employees who were travelling at the time were booked in the right class for 

their designations.     

State-owned Companies Governance Assurance and performance programme accounts for 8 

per cent of total expenditure for T&S and unlike other programmes, expenditure was relatively 

lower in 2017/18 as compared to other years. The Legal and Financial Assessment and 

Investment Support subprogrammes account for most of the expenditure under the 

programme, accounting for an average of 65 per cent of expenditure collectively.   

Table 18: Spending on T&S under SOC Governance Assurance and performance  

Programme  Subprogramme  2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 Grand total  

State-owned  Mangement  730 000 358 000 227 445 117 341   
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companies 

Governance Assurance 

and performance  

Legal 629 000 757 000 449 405 224 722 608 2 060 735 

Governance  122 000 507 000 172 536 111 723 8 252 921 511 

Financial Assessment and  
Investment Support 532 000 299 000 464 476 546 245 44 049 1 885 770 

Total  
 

2 013 000 1 921 000 1 313 862 1 000 031 52 909 6 300 802 
Source: Vulindlela  

Given the limited data available for analysis, it cannot be determined conclusively what items 

under T&S are driving expenditure, however, based on the departmental trend, domestic 

accommodation and domestic air travel might be the main drivers of expenditure. What could 

be of interest would be to check whether cost containment measures were followed when 

bookings were made.   

The Business Enhancement, Transformation and Industrialisation programme accounts for 24 

per cent of total T&S expenditure. The Business Enhancement Services subprogramme is the 

main driver of spending accounting for R 8.3 million of total expenditure under the programme. 

In line with the departmental expenditure trend, the programme recorded the highest spending 

in 2017/18 and the Business Enhancement Services subprogramme was responsible for most 

of the spending, accounting for 52 per cent of expenditure during that period.   

Table 19: Spending on T&S under Business Enhancement, Transformation and Industrialisation  

Programme  Subprogramme  2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 Grand total  

Business Enhancement,  
Transformation and  
Industrialisation  

Energy Resources 930 235 912 000 950 271 694 716 64 395 3 551 617 

Research and economic 

Mod 
e 451 000 1 213 000 262 395 111 800 1 749 2 039 944 

Transport and Defence 1 401 000 1 064 000 891 390 873 906 254 239 4 484 535 

Business Enhancement Servi c 1 276 000 3 508 000 1 476 492 1 932 314 55 597 8 248 403 

Total  4 058 235 6 697 000 3 580 548 3 612 736 375 980 18 324 499 

Source: Vulindlela  

From the documents available, it cannot be concluded without reservations what items were 

driving expenditure under the programme, this is because the evidence provided covers most 

of travel related expenditure for the Administration programme. At the time of analysis, the 

travel documents available did not provide any clarity on matters relating to the expenditure on 

whether cost containment measures were applied. Therefore, no conclusive remarks can be 

made regarding the expenditure contained in the table above.   

8.3.2 Observations and Conclusions   

Expenditure on travel and subsistence is mainly driven by the Administration Programme and 

under Ministry subprogramme. The programme accounts for two thirds of the total expenditure. 

Ironically, this is more than the combined total expenditure under the core programmes. Due 

to data limitations, the exact drivers of expenditure under the Ministry subprogramme could 

not be established. Was expenditure driven by large size of delegation? The documents 

provided by the department could not provide enough evidence to answer this question.  

Expenditure is mainly on domestic air transport and accommodation which accounted for 57.1 

per cent of total expenditure. However, due to data limitations, detailed analysis could not be 

done. Were people travelling in business class or were they staying in Five Star 

accommodation? These are some of the questions that the review could not answer due to 

limited information.  
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Following travel restrictions due to COVID-19 and the increase in the use of virtual platforms 

to host meetings, the department has proposed reprioritising significant money from travel and 

subsistence over the medium term. The baseline for travel and subsistence is set to decrease 

from R 22.086 million in 2022/23, R 21.981 million in 2023/24 and R 22.969 million in 2024/25 

to R 8.098 million, R 9.955 million and R 13.953 million over the same period.  

8.3.3 Recommendations   

Considering the data limitations, it is difficult to make recommendations from observations 

made from limited information. To enable the department to make recommendations, there is 

a need to improve the availability and quality of data. The department is therefore encouraged 

to conduct a detailed analysis of expenditure drivers on traveling and subsistence under the 

Ministry subprogramme. The department needs to analyse the composition of delegations, 

their roles and responsibilities, the purpose of traveling, and accommodation rating.  

Even without further review, it is clear that spending on travel should not increase to preCOVID-

19 levels. With increased use of online platforms to conduct meetings, unnecessary travelling 

should be eliminated and where it takes place, the size of delegation should be very minimal. 

It may be necessary for the National Treasury to develop new travel guidelines considering 

the new ways of hosting meetings.   
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9 Appendices  

9.1 Appendix 1: Logframe  
IMPACT  Reduction in poverty, unemployment and inequality through economic transformation and job creation 

Indicator  GDP per capita, Gini coefficient, unemployment rate 

Frequency  Annually 

Source of data  Statistics South Africa 

OUTCOME OUTC1 Increased contribution of SOE to economic 

development and growth 
OUTC2 Financially sustainable SOEs OUTC3 Good governance system within SOES 

Indicator Indi1 
Infrastructure projects completed on time and 

on budget/Increase infrastructure 

investment by public and private investors 
 

Positive earnings after tax,   
Reduced corruption 

 Indi2 Percentage expenditure on locally produced 

goods and services  Decrease in debt levels   Reduction in irregular/unauthorised expenditure 

 
Indi3 

Percentage spending on SMMEs 

development initiatives and activities as % 

total annual  
procurement spend 

 Percentage increase on SOCs’ financial 

performance   

 
Indi4 

Percentage spending on enterprise 

development beneficiaries who graduated to 

the supplier  
development level 

 
Percentage of SOCs operational efficiency 

  

Frequency  Annually  Annually  Annually 

Source of data  Annual reports for the SOEs  Annual Financial Statements  Annual Financial Statements 

Final Output  Financially sustainable SOEs  Positive balance sheets for SOEs  Improved governance and accountability 

Indicator Indi1 Value of profit per year  Value of assets vs liabilities  Governance systems in place (Procedure 

mannuals developed and being followed)/updated 

 Indi2 Debt per year  Sustained profitability  Independent Board Performance Index 

Frequency  Annually  Annually  Annually 

Source of data  Annual financial statements of SOEs  Annual financial statements of SOEs   

Intermediate outputs  Approved financial turnaround 

plans/Corporate plans  Improved revenue generation and reduced 

operating costs  Fully constituted and stable Boards 

Indicator    Percentage increase in revenue collected per 

month/reduction in outstanding debt  Number of fully constituted Boards 

Frequency  Annually  Monthly  Annually 

Source of data  SOE strategic plan  Bank statements/Management accounts  Annualreports for SOEs 

Activities  Evaluation/review of SOE corporate 

plans/Coordinates restructuring of SOEs  Implement revenue collection measures  Appointment of Boards 

Indicator  Comments submitted to the SOEs  Monthly increase in revenue collected  Letter of appointments 

Frequency  Annually  Monthly  When required 

Source of data  Corporate plans  Bank statements/Management accounts  DPE 

Activities  Review quarterly performance reports  Implement cost reduction measures  Signing of compacts between shareholder 

and  
Boards 

Indicator  Number of feedback reports to the SOEs  Monthly reduction in costs  Signed compacts 

Frequency  Quarterly  Monthly  Annually 

Source of data  SOE quarterly reports  Management accounts  DPE 

Activities 

 Provides external legal services and 

support, including transaction and 

contract  
management support to sector teams and 

the commercial activities of SOCs within 

their  
portfolios 

 

Review quarterly financials for SOEs 

 

Oversight visits to the SOEs 
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Indicator  Number of contracts reviewed  Number of review reports to the SOEs  Number of oversight visits to the SOEs 

Frequency  When needed  quarterly  Quarterly 

Source of data  DPE  DPE  DPE 

Activities 
 Conducts cost benefit analysis reviews on 

business enhancement and transformation 

initiatives and develops economic  
sustainability models for proposed work 

packages and projects. 

 Analyses SOCs’ capital plans, operational 

performances, execution of capital 

programmes and proposed restructuring  
proposals 

 Development of SOCs Risk Integrity 

Management framework/Shareholder 

management Bill/ Integrated monitoring and 

evaluation system for public 
governance and accountability 

Indicator  Number of reviews conducted on economic 

initiatives proposed by the SOEs  Number of annual and quarterly reviews of 

SOEs' operational performance reports   Risk Integrity Management Framework 

signed/Shareholder management Bill signed into 

law 
Frequency  Quarterly  Annually/quarterly   

Source of data  DPE  DPE  DPE 

Inputs  Officials both DPE and SOEs  Officials both DPE and SOEs  Officials both DPE and SOEs 

  

    

9.2 Appendix 2: Regulations on Consultants  

The need to hire consultants arises due to different circumstances. These include shortage of 

skills within the department to conduct the work, increasing workload in view of the headcount, 

expensive cost to employ the skills on a full time basis when compared to hiring when need 

arises, full time employment might result in underutilisation while paying high salaries to keep 

the skills in the department.   

In 2001, the Department of Public Service and Administration conducted a study on the use of 

consultants in government. This was necessitated by the perceptions that there was a 

significant growth in use of consultants within the public service. The aim of the study was to 

understand reasons for increased dependency on the use of consultants in government and 

the impact of the use of consultants on the transformational and service delivery challenges 

that the public service faced. As a result, a Guide on Hourly Fee Rates for Consultants in the 

public service was developed and approved in January 2003.  

The Guide provides guidance on fee rate models, setting standards for hourly fee rates for 

consultants, sets a good practice guide to assist departments with planning and budgeting of 

projects, benchmarking the required level of work in the public service with the required level 

of consultancy work to inform decision-making and appointing consultants at the appropriate 

level and remuneration to support the principle of competitive tendering. As a result, every 

year, the DPSA publishes a schedule of hourly rates that should be considered by institutions 

when hiring consultants in the public service.  

The Guide is applicable to a wide range of consulting activities or professions, such as change 

management, strategic planning, competency profiling, organisational restructuring and 

development, information technology, policy development, strategy development, financial 

planning, budgeting, training, human resource management, job evaluation, public relations, 

marketing, logistics, administration, record keeping, risk management, project management, 

contract management, procurement management.  

With respect to the type of services, the Guide acknowledges that the intellectual services 

rendered by consultants vary from one project to another. Two categories of consultancy 

services are distinguished namely:  

• High-level strategic and/or specialist advice. These usually engage in nonstandard 

services, which require specialist expertise or skills and are usually of a short-term 

nature.  
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• Operational/implementation activities. Under this, consultants are appointed to assist 

with the implementation of policies and/or projects and do not require high-level of 

competencies and is usually of a longer-term nature with well-defined deliverables and 

processes. In this scenario consultants are typically engaged to supplement the human 

capacity of departments and/or perform comparable tasks to that of Public Servants.  

The Guide further stresses that departments should not use consultants to reduce personnel 

expenditure as this will equate to parallel administration in the public service that consists of 

consultants. If the duration is of a long-term nature, special consideration should be given to 

the feasibility and affordability of using consultants. Departments should only use consultants 

at salary band 15/16 for exceptional reasons that require expertise at the highest level (such 

as an internationally recognises experts). In terms of the Guide, salary band 15/16 cannot be 

used for operational/implementation consultancy services. A Department should determine up-

front the comparative levels on which consultants should be appointed by comparing the 

relative level of work in the Public Service with the required consultancy work.   
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Guide on Hourly Fee Rates for Consultants in the public service  

The Guide provides two models to determine fees for consultants depending on the nature of services being rendered and the contract 

duration. The basic formula for determining the hourly fee rate is:  

  
Hourly fee = [average total package / available hours)] X [overhead factor x mark-up] / utilisation rate  

  
i.  Model A: Short term strategic/specialist and/or operational/implementation  
This applies to consultants that provide high-level strategic and specialist advice and/or high-level operational/implementation work. 
Appointment is of short-term duration. Under this model, the hourly fees are determined as follows:  
  

Model A1: Consultants are responsible for all overhead expenses   
  
A1.1: Including mark-up   
  

Hourly fee = [average total package / available hours)] X [overhead factor x mark-up] / utilisation rate   
  
Model A1.2: Excluding mark-up   
  

Hourly fee = [average total package / available hours)] X [overhead factor] / utilisation rate  
  
A2: Government contributes towards overhead expenses   
  
A2.1 Including mark-up   
  

Hourly fee = [average total package / available hours)] X [overhead factor x mark-up] / utilisation rate   
  
A2.2 Excluding mark-up   
  

Hourly fee = [average total package / available hours)] X [overhead factor x mark-up] / utilisation rate   
  

ii.  Model B: Long term: Operational/Implementation  
This model is applicable when consultants are responsible for operational/ implementation work and appointment is of long term duration.  
  

B 1: Consultants is responsible for all overhead expenses  
  
B1.1 Including mark-up   
  

Hourly fee = [average total package / available hours)] X [overhead factor x mark-up] / utilisation rate  
  

B1.2 Excluding mark-up  
  

Hourly fee = [average total package / available hours)] X [overhead factor] / utilisation rate  
  

B 2: Government contributes towards overhead costs  B2.1 
Including mark-up   
  

Hourly fee = [average total package / available hours)] X [overhead factor x mark-up] / utilisation rate  
  

B2.2 Excluding mark-up  
  

Hourly fee = [average total package / available hours)] X [overhead factor] / utilisation rate  
  

  

  

    

Treasury Instruction No. 3 of 2017/18 on Cost Containment Measures  

On 15 May 2017, the National Treasury issued Treasury Instruction No 3 of 2017/18 on Cost 

Containment Measures which repealed Treasury Instruction No. 1 of 2013/2014 on Cost 
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Containment Measures and introduces revised cost containment measures for departments, 

constitutional institutions and public entities listed in Schedules 2 and 3 to the Public Finance 

Management Act (PFMA), 1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999).   

Clause 4 deals with usage of consultants. It stipulates that accounting officers and accounting 

authorities must ensure that consultants are only appointed where it is cost effective to do so 

than utilising departmental staff. To appoint consultants, a business case containing an 

analysis of the skills gap and a diagnosis of requirements and specified deliverables must be 

approved by the accounting officer or accounting authority.  

In terms of the Treasury Instruction, bid documents for appointment of consultants must include 

a clause that rates of remuneration are subject to negotiation and that they should not exceed 

rates contained in:  

1. Guidelines on Fees for Audits done on behalf of the Auditor General of South Africa as 

issued by the South African Institute of Chartered Accountants  

2. The Guide on Hourly Fee Rates for Consultants (DPSA)  

3. Remuneration Guidelines issued by professional service organisations or regulatory 

bodies.  

In addition to the above, the Treasury Instruction requires that consultants must be appointed 

on an output basis subject to clear deliverables. Contracts must include overall cost ceilings, 

and that accounting officers must set monitoring and reporting requirements and penalty 

provisions in the consultancy contracts.  

Section 38(1)(b) of the PFMA requires accounting officers of departments and constitutional 

institutions to be responsible for the effective, efficient, economical and transparent use of their 

respective institutions‟ resources. Sections 38(1)(c)(iii) and 51(1)(b)(iii) of the PFMA require 

accounting officers and accounting authorities to take effective and appropriate steps to 

manage the available working capital of their respective institutions efficiently and 

economically.   

As it relates to consultants, accounting officers and accounting authorities must ensure that 

consultants are appointed in a cost effective manner as contemplated in the above provisions 

of the PFMA.   

    

9.3 Appendix 3: Regulations on Office Accommodation  

9.3.1 Regulations  

The Government Immovable Asset Management Act (2007) governs acquisition and 

management of government properties including leases. As set out in the Act, the DPWI is 

mandated to be the custodian and portfolio manager of national government’s immovable 

assets. This includes the provision of office accommodation and expert built environment 

services to client departments at the national government level; as well as the planning, 

acquiring, managing and disposing of immovable assets under the custody of the department.   

The Public Finance Management Act (1999), Supply Chain Management Framework, and the 

Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act are fundamental in the management of tender 

process.    

9.3.2 Programme Chain of Delivery  

Government leases are administered by the DPWI which issues guidelines that provide 

guidance to user departments that need office accommodation. The immovable asset 
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management guidelines outline steps to follow when user department wants to acquire office 

accommodation. This can be done either through leases or Public-Private Partnership method. 

The DPE adopted leases as a model.   

In summary, the user department will submit request for accommodation to the DPWI which 

will process the request, do needs assessment, identify adequate property, and go out on 

tender for property agencies to submit applications outlining type of building and rental 

required. On needs assessment, departments are expected to demonstrate office and parking 

space required, areas preferred and motivation for space required. Once DPWI finds a suitable 

building and user department approves, DPWI will then signs lease agreement with landlord 

on behalf on user department. Prior to signing of lease agreement, department must confirm 

availability of budget for accommodated identified. User department will sign services level 

agreement with DPWI which outlines responsibilities of both parties.   

The lease method is unpacked on sections below to understand process flow and 

responsibilities of user department.  

9.3.3 Leasing Processes   

The generic elements of a leasing process are as follows:  

• Acquisition: this includes the activities from the point of a need for accommodation 

being identified, to the conclusion of a lease agreement   

• Adaptation: refers to tenant installation (fit-out) in line with tenant specifications   

• Occupation: specifically covers rental obligations   

• Operation: includes all services, facilities management, property management, 

maintenance provision and maintenance supervision   

• Management: refers to the resources required for managing and administering the 

Lease Acquisition, Adaptation, Occupation and Operation.   

The figure below provides an overview of the leasing process.  
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Figure 8: Leasing process  

  
    

9.4 Appendix 4: Travel Regulations  

Treasury Instruction No. 4 of 2017/18 on revised Cost Containment Measures related to 

travel and subsistence  

Although travel is a key element in how officials carry out their work, it is important that it be 

done in the most efficient and cost effective way possible to ensure that public funds are utilised 

optimally. It thus makes it important that Accounting Officers (AOs) and Accounting Authorities 

(AAs) implement policies and procedures to restrict the number of Officials and, where 

applicable, persons appointed on policy considerations travelling to the same event, 

conference, consultation or meeting to reasonable and necessary representation, including 

representations to Parliament or Provincial Legislatures. The Treasury Instruction prescribes 

the cost containment measures to be applied by all departments, constitutional institutions and 

public entities relating to travel and subsistence.   

It is the responsibility of all institutions to appoint one or more Travel Management Companies 

(TMC). It should be done in line with the applicable prescripts and instructions issued by  
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National Treasury to manage the institution’s travel services effectively and efficiently. 

Furthermore, the institution must ensure that the TMC delivers cost-effective and operationally 

efficient support in achieving the Institution’s mandate relating to travel. Should the institution 

not contract the services of a TMC, the said institutions would have the option to administer 

the procurement of travel related services via the prescribed procurement processes.   

As part of the National Travel Strategy and to ensure that cost containment is achieved relating 

to travel, The National Treasury negotiated improved upfront discount on domestic flights for 

all departments, constitutional institutions and public entities listed in Schedule 2 and 3 to the 

Public Finance Management Act. Maximum allowable rates for domestic accommodation were 

established in the process.   

In relation to domestic air travel, The National Treasury negotiated with South African Airways 

(SAA) and Comair/British Airways (BA) for upfront discounted air fares for government 

employees travelling domestically on official business. However, although the National 

Treasury has negotiated discounted rates, it is advised that institutions should compare rates 

of SAA and BA with other airlines servicing the specific routes, including low cost carriers. 

Departments are also required to make use of deal codes as provided in the Treasury 

instruction when making bookings with SAA and BA. Moreover, to be able to take advantage 

of cheaper economy class fares, travellers should plan official travel well in advance, where 

possible seven (7) working days in advance.   

Employees, support staff, admin staff, the chief of staff, media liaison officers, parliamentary 

officers, private secretaries, assistant appointed secretaries, receptionists, registry clerks, 

drivers, messengers and VIP protection personnel may only travel economy class unless 

otherwise approved by the accounting officers.   

In relation to domestic accommodation, AO/AA must ensure that domestic accommodation 

expenditure is within the maximum allowable rates as set out in the Domestic Accommodation 

Rate grid. The Domestic Accommodation Rate Grid determines the maximum allowable rate 

per star grading within which a Traveller is allowed to be accommodated in accordance with 

his or her organisational level/designation.  

It is the responsibility of the institution to enter into agreements, through the prescribed 

procurement process, with accommodation facilities to secure rates that are lower than those 

in the Domestic Accommodation Rate grid. Accommodation rates that exceed the approved 

rates may only be approved during peak holiday periods or when South Africa is hosting an 

event.   

Moreover, overnight accommodation is only limited to instances where the distance travelled 

by road exceed 300 kilometres to and from the destination unless approved otherwise. 

Moreover, subsistence allowance for meals may not be paid to the traveller if the rate of 

accommodation already includes dinner and breakfast or if the conference fee includes lunch 

or dinner.   

In relation to car rentals, AOs and AAs are responsible for the cost-effective management of 

travel reimbursement and Car Rental expenses. The TMC consultant must book a rental 

vehicle for the period that it is required for official business.  The traveller must return the 

vehicle within the specified rental period or notify the car rental company. The institution must 

hold the traveller responsible for the additional charges for the late return of the vehicle. If the 

traveller needs to extend the rental period for official business purposes, the traveller must 

obtain prior approval and the TMC will issue a travel voucher for the extended period.   
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When renting a vehicle, the Institution must give cost consideration to the vehicle group as well 

as the vehicle category permissible per organisational level/designation, the number of rental 

days, the kilometres driven, and the time and place for the collection and return of the vehicle.  

The instruction and travel strategy requires that all rates offered to government for domestic 

and land arrangements must be net and non-commissionable. This includes all rates relating 

to airlines, hotels, car rental companies, and informal accommodation market. In instances 

where commission has been earned, the travel booker or TMC should declare and refund the 

institution on a quarterly basis.   

National Travel Policy Framework  

The NTPF was developed to provide guidance to departments, constitutional institutions and 

public entities as listed in Schedule 2 and 3 of the Public Finance Management Act (PFMA) 

with regards to the management of travel and subsistence. Furthermore, the NTPF is subject 

to necessary adaptation and development of standard operating procedures to support the 

framework by all institutions mentioned above. Additionally, these institutions are to adopt and 

adapt the framework as their minimum standard to develop similar or more stringent 

institutional policies, instructions and standard operating procedures in line with their business 

requirements and delegations of authority.  

The purpose of the NTPF is to provide the minimum norms and standards for Travelers 

travelling on official business both domestically and internationally. Travelers must ensure that 

their travel arrangements are in line with the minimum standards and utilize these minimum 

standards to ensure efficient, cost effective, transparent and responsible travel related 

arrangements. Scope of application  

• The NTPF applies to all travellers, travelling on official business, which is inclusive of 

the staff of Ministries, but excludes members and national members, as defined in the 

Ministerial Handbook.  

• The NTPF applies to both international travel and domestic Travel arrangements. 

Where distinction is required, the NTPF clearly indicates this.  

• The NTPF contains principles relevant to certain circumstances; it does not include 

procedures or processes. Institutions are required to draft their own institutional 

policies, instructions and procedures using the NTPF as a minimum standard and may 

adapt the policy principles, contained herein, as may be required having regard to the 

mandate and operations of the Institutions.  

  

DPE’s Travel and fleet management policy and Subsistence and Travel Policy  

  

In line with the requirements of the NTPF, the Department of Public Enterprises developed a 

Travel and Fleet Management Policy which should be read together with the Subsistence and 

Travel Policy. The policies are meant to provide an efficient and cost effective travel 

management service to the department and to ensure that officials are enabled to carry out 

their duties as required.   

The policies operate within the statutory compliance of the PFMA (as amended) and Treasury 

Regulations, relevant circulars, and Instructions Notes issued by the National Treasury, 

Department of Transport (DoT) and the Department of Public Service and Administration, the 

Financial handbook, Minimum Information Security Standards, the Ministerial handbook and 

SMS handbook, These policies must be read together with guidelines on travel as released by 
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the DoT and NT from time to time, and where it is in conflict with the said directives, such 

directives supersede the policy.   

Section A of the Travel and fleet management policy deals with matters relating to travel 

management in respect of domestic and international travel. It provides all the provisions for 

which travel can take place and sets out the requirements on which travel related expenditure 

should be carried out.   

In addition to the above, the Treasury Instruction requires that delegations to the same event, 

conference, consultation or meeting may only exceed three (3) Officials or, where applicable, 

persons appointed on grounds of policy, if approved in advance by the relevant AO/AA or 

delegated official.  

The policies are applicable to:  

• Permanent employees  

• Temporary employees  

• Contract workers  

• Consultants/ service providers Roles and responsibilities   

• The Chief Operating Officer is responsible for the establishment and efficient operation 

of the DPE Travel Office.   

• The Director: Supply chain management has the responsibility to ensure that this 

facility is always operational.   

• Supply Chain Management Unit responsible for the monitoring of the policy.  

• DPE officials are responsible for the adherence of the policy.   

Principles of Authorisation  

Travellers are not allowed to approve their own travel requests and travel expenditure. Where 

the traveller is the Director General / Head of Department / CEO or Chairperson of the Board 

of the institution, and on condition that segregation of duties is upheld, the CFO must confirm 

the expenditure prior to departure in terms of a specific delegation of authority from the higher 

authority that would have approved and/or would have been ratified by the Board or in terms 

of an Institution’s Delegation of Authority Policy upholding these principles.  

All travel approvals must be in writing and signed by the Authorising Official prior to departure. 

In cases where obtaining verbal authorization from the Authorising Official, it is the 

responsibility of the Traveller to have the authorisation ratified by the Authorising Official within 

72 hours from obtaining the verbal authorisation.  


